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Reference

Level

Title & Description

Date

PR

series

Prebends
For further information on the history of prebends and former names etc, refer to Lack, A., 'Ross'
Canons of Salisbury'. Where items are dated, the prebendary at the time has been listed in the name
index.

PR/AA

sub-series

Alton Australis
Documents relating to the prebend of Alton Australis, Dorset. Previously called Awelton and in 1291
Aulton in Southbury. Lack states: 'The Manor of Alton Pancras in Dorset was part of the pre-Conquest
episcopal estates of Sherborne. By c.1150 two prebends were probably in existence. In the 1220s these
were called 'Awelton arch[idiaconi], and 'Awelton', while both were called 'Awelton' without distinction in
1226. In 1284 the names were 'Awelton Sancti Pancratii' and 'Awelton', while in 1291 there was a
distinction between 'Aulton in Southbury', later Australis, and 'Aulton in Northbury', later Borealis. From
1329, the holders of the prebends can certainly be distinguished and can be traced back to 1297 but for
the purpose of the earlier succession in the prebends, 'Alton Pancras' is taken to be Alton Australis and
'Alton Archidiaconi' to be Borealis' (pp.64 and 87).
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1200-1629

PR/AA/1

item

Fragment of a Deed
Fragment of a deed. From what can be made out from the remaining text and from what is written on
the reverse it seems that Muriel daughter of William son of Richard is setting up a chantry for the souls of
her father and mother - the first three lines roughly read: know those present and those to come that I
Muriel; for the soul of my father and of my mother...; sheep and four cattle and one bull in pasture. In
the fifth line a form of the word eleemosyna appears, which means 'alms'. The reverse reads: therecord
of Muriel daughter of William son of Richard who gives to the church of Aulton [Alton] pasture for fifty
sheep, four cattle and one bull in her pasture at Aulton. The winesses include [?William] son of Hillary,
Theobald [?de Pidel], Hillary Hake. (The paper catalogue suggests that the pasture is next to the church
of St Nicholas, which has presumably been inferred from the fourth line of text - this is very difficult to
read). NB. It is not clear whether this deed relates to Australis or Borealis; it has been assigned to
Australis.
Grant of Advowson
Grant of next advowson, Dean and Chapter of Salisbury to Daniel S[?onche] of the Close for a perpetual
vicarage of Alton Pancras in the County of Dorset. The endorsement states that it was sealed the second
of May in the [5th] year of the reign of Charles 1629 in the presence of Thomas Shuter, Richard Page and
John Johnson.

nd [late 13th14th century]

PR/AA/2

item

PR/AB

sub-series

Alton Borealis
Documents relating to the prebend of Alton Borealis, Dorset. Previously called Awelton and in 1291
Aulton in Northbury. Lack states: 'The Manor of Alton Pancras in Dorset was part of the pre-Conquest
episcopal estates of Sherborne. By c.1150 two prebends were probably in existence. In the 1220s these
were called 'Awelton arch[idiaconi], and 'Awelton', while both were called 'Awelton' without distinction in
1226. In 1284 the names were 'Awelton Sancti Pancratii' and 'Awelton', while in 1291 there was a
distinction between 'Aulton in Southbury', later Australis, and 'Aulton in Northbury', later Borealis. From
1329, the holders of the prebends can certainly be distinguished and can be traced back to 1297 but for
the purpose of the earlier succession in the prebends, 'Alton Pancras' is taken to be Alton Australis and
'Alton Archidiaconi' to be Borealis' (pp.64 and 87). See items under Alton Australis.

1600-1812

PR/AB/1

item

Mandate to Install Ralph Hulton as Prebendary
Bishop's mandate to the Dean and Chapter to install Ralph Hulton as prebendary of Alton Borealis or Alton
Pancras in the Cathedral Church of Sarum in the year 1600, following the death of Prebendary John Case.

27 May 1600

2

2 May 1629

PR/AB/2

item

Mandate for Installation of Robert Morres
Mandate from Charles Ekins canon residentiary and commissary appointed by John Bishop of Salisbury to
the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of Robert Morres or his proctor to the
possession of the prebend or canonry of Alton Borealis, vacant by the death of Thomas Eyre, the last
prebendary. The endorsement states that the installation took place on 23 May 1812 in the vestry room of
the Cathedral. It also lists the canons and vicars present.

22 May 1812

PR/BP

sub-series

1597/8 1823

PR/BP/1

item

Beminster Prima
Documents relating to the prebend of Beminster Prima in Dorset. Lack states that by the early 12th
century there were probably two prebends, 'being called in the 1220s "Beymenistr Rogeri" and
"Beymenistr Vaentin" but being given the names of "Prima" and "Secunda" in c. 1270.'
Copy of Lease between Robert Pinckney and Peter Hoskins
Copy of indenture between Robert Pinckney, 'Clerke Canon in the Cathedrall Church of[…]Sarum [and]
Prebendary of the Prebend called Beamister Prima' [Beminster Prima], and Peter Hoskins of Langdon in
Dorset, leasing the Prebend and its appurtenances to Peter Hoskins and his three children and granting
the products of the land to the same (during the lives of Peter Hoskins and his three children). The yearly
rent was £20. The outside of the document is marked 'Dr Boreman. Beamister. Entred in [the] [..] Church
B'. A transcription of this document is available. See FA/1/7/1.

PR/BP/2

item

Submission of the inhabitants of Beminster to the Dean
Top part of the submission of the inhabitants of Beamister [Beminster] to the Dean Edmund Mason after
being presented at the late metropolitical visitation for not bowing or showing due reverence in the time
of divine service. In this document they confess their fault and promise to amend their behaviour,
appointing Thomas Shuter public notary as their proctor to act on their behalf in Salisbury. The reverse is
marked 'Submission of Beamister [?made] to Dean Mason. 1634.' A transcription of this document is
available at T:\Library & Archive\Transcriptions. NB. it is not clear whether this document relates to
Prima or Secunda; it has been assigned to Prima.

24 October 1634

PR/BP/3

item

Letters re a Terrier for Beminster
Two letters (on one sheet) relating to the want of a terrier for Beminster. One is a copy of a letter from
Dr Thomas Bourman [Bowerman] and the other is his tenant's letter to him. A transcription of this
document is available.

1671

3

20 March 1597

PR/BP/4

item

Mandate for Installation of Matthew Marsh
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
Matthew Marsh or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Bemister [Beminster] Prima,
vacant by the resignation of Richard Francis Onslow the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the
installation took place on 25 Jan 1823. It also lists the canons and vicars present.

25 Jan 1823

PR/BP/5

item

Bond from Robert Pinkney to the Dean and Chapter for Payment of the Fifth Part of His Prebend
Robert Pinkney clerk, rector of Russall [Rushall] in the county of Wiltshire and prebendary of the prebend
of Beamister [Beminster] Prima in the County of Dorset, bound to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury in 20
pounds to be paid to the Dean and Chapter, their executors or successors. The condition was that Robert
Pinkney, his executors, administrators or assigns would pay the sum of 8 pounds and 5 shillings for the
fifth part of his prebend rent for 2 and a half years towards the reparations of the Cathedral, beginning
at Lady Day next ensuing. The payment would be given to the Commoner of the Dean and Chapter. This
would continue as long as the Dean and Chapter or their successors required. Signed by Robert Pinkney in
the presence of Richard Lyme and William Colet public notary.

29 Jun 1619

PR/BS

sub-series

1618

PR/BS/1

item

Beminster Secunda
Documents relating to the prebend of Beminster Secunda in Dorset. Lack states that by the early 12th
century there were probably two prebends, 'being called in the 1220s "Beymenistr Rogeri" and
"Beymenistr Vaentin" but being given the names of "Prima" and "Secunda" in c. 1270.'
Mandate for Installation of Daniel Birkhead
Mandate from Martin Bishop of Salisbury to John Gordon Dean of Salisbury Cathedral and the Chapter,
ordering the installation of Daniel Birkhead or his proctor to the possession of the canonry and prebend of
Bemyster [Bemister] S[ecunda], vacant by the death of Thomas Coldwell, the previous canon and
prebendary.

PR/BE

sub-series

Bishopstone
Documents relating to the prebend of Bishopstone in Wiltshire.

11 Jul 1821

PR/BE/1

item

Mandate for Installation of Whittington Landon
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
Whittington Landon or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Bishopstone, vacant by
the resignation of Edward Rogers. The endorsement states that the installation took place on 14 Jul 1821.
It also lists the canons and vicars present.

11 Jul 1821
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4 Jan 1618

PR/BI

sub-series

Bitton
Documents relating to the prebend of Bitton in Gloucestershire.

1100-1802

PR/BI/1

item

Agreement about Land at Wappel
This item records a dispute between John Abbot of St Augustine of Bristol and the convent there, and
John de Kenovill canon of Salisbury, about the church of Wappel and a hide of land in Sudwike, which the
said John claimed to belong to his prebend of Betton [Bitton]. The Abbot and convent agreed to pay one
silver mark to the church of Bitton forever. In this way the church or rector could demand nothing more
in the church of Wappel [?Wapley] and the said hide. The witnesses were William Abbot of Cainesham,
Robert Archdeacon, Geoffrey Marmiun, Robert de [...], Jordan de Bonevill etc. Part of the text is
obscured by staining. A transcription of this item may be found in Ellacombe, H T, The History of the
Parish of Bitton, in the County of Gloucester (1881).

12th-14th
century

PR/BI/2

item

21 Jul 1380

PR/BI/3

item

PR/BI/4

item

[Confirmation of Conveyances]
The writing is largely obscured by staining. According to the endorsement it concerns the Abbot and the
Convent of St Augustine Bristol. It may be the confirmation of two conveyances. In the first paragraph it
appears to refer to churches of Wappel [?Wapley] and Beaton and possibly to a prebendary, John
[Godewyke]. The first paragraph is mostly obscured but may be referring to PR/BI/1. The second
paragraph is a quitclaim. It involves Robert de [Hanam] to the Cathedral and the church of Betton
[Bitton] and John de Canville [?Kenovill] parson, all his right in 3 messuages next to the [cemetery] of the
church of Bitton: in the messuage of Thomas Farderel and in the messuage of Robert [...] and in the
messuage of S[...] [...], about which a plea arose between Robert [de Hanam] and John de Canvill
[?Kenoville] in the King's court. The witnesses were Walter, Stephen and William chaplains,
Robert[Boneville] Peter [...], Ralph Joie, Robert de Betton, etc. Dated 21st July 1380, which presumably
refers to the confirmation of both conveyances (the first deed is undated). A partial transcription of this
item may be found in Ellacombe, H T, The History of the Parish of Bitton, in the County of Gloucester
(1881).
A Terrier of the Beech Parcel of the Prebend of Bitton
A terrier of the land belonging to Beech Farm, parcel of Bitton. The holder of the prebend at the time
was Thomas Hill, Canon Residentiary. The witnesses to the document were George Attwood and Anthony
Woodward.
A Terrier of the Prebend of Bitton
A Terrier of the P[re]bend of Bitton given in to the Chapter at the reneweing of Bitton Lease by [?dr]
Watson June the [?1st] 1677.' The document is headed, 'A Terrio[r] of the Parsonage Mannor [and]
Prebend of Bitton'. The terrier may be incomplete.
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1664-1671

Jun 1677

PR/BI/5

item

PR/BI/6

item

PR/BI/7

item

PR/CH

sub-series

PR/CH/1

item

Prebend of Bitton Exchange of Land: Commission and Return
A commission to view lands to be exchanged, belonging to the prebend of Bitton, wih the commissioners'
certificate. This refers to a piece of land called the Croft ('a Little Nook or Part whereof is intended to be
given in Exchange) and a kitchen garden ('its Walls well cloathed with Fruit Trees nearly in their prime').
The commission is dated 18 Sep, and the return 07 Oct. The Prebendary at the time was Thomas Henry
Hume.
Mandate for Installation of Henry Cotton
Mandate from Henry Bishop of Sarum to John Gordon Dean of Salisbury Cathedral and the Chapter there,
ordering the installation of Henry Cotton or his proctor to the possession of the canonry and prebend of
Bytton [Bitton], vacant by the death of Meredith Morgane [Morgan], the previous canon and prebendary.
'Humphred Guyn' [Humphrey Gwyn] has been crossed out and replaced with 'Henry Cotton' in three
places.
Mandate for Installation of Thomas Leche
Mandate from Henry Bishop of Sarum to John [Gordon] Dean of Salisbury Cathedral and the Chapter
there, ordering the installation of Thomas Leche to the possession of the canonry and prebend of Bitton,
vacant by the resignation of Henry Cotton, the previous canon and prebendary.

1802

Chardstock
Documents relating to the prebend of Chardstock in Devon (formerly in Dorset). Lack states that it
'belonged to the bishop in 1066 and 1086 and was from time to time subject to disputes. The prebend
consisted of the church of Chardstock and later the chapel of Wambrook, Somerset.'
Final Concord between Stephen Tirell and Bishop Herbert
Both halves of a final concord. The plaintiff was Stephen Tirell, and the defendant was Herbert Bishop of
Salisbury ?represented by/?by his proctor Ralph de Winesham. The fine relates to the manor of
Cerdestoke [Chardstock] and five hides of land in Childecumtone [Chilcompton]. Stephen Tirell
quitclaimed the said manor and five hides to the Bishop, and in return the Bishop granted one hide of
land in Chardstock called ?Mulnehale/Millehale ?by the service of half a knight. A transcription is
available at T:\Library & Archive\Transcriptions. See also pp.70-71 of Rev. W. Dunn Macray (ed.),
Salisbury Charters and Documents (1891).

1201-1818
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4 Dec 1612

23 Mar 1614

28 Jan 1201

PR/CH/2

item

Final Concord between Bishop Herbert and Elias and Roger Tirell
A final concord. The plaintiff was Herbert Bishop of Salisbury, and the defendants were Elias the clerk
and Roger his brother sons and heirs of Stephen Tirell. The fine relates to a hide of land in Alwolston and
in ?Millehale/Mulnehale, and five hides at [Chilcompton], for the service of one knight. The Bishop gave
to Elias and Roger thirty marks of silver and discharges ten and a half marks at the King's exchequer, the
debt of their father Stephen Tirell. A transcription is available at T:\Library & Archive\Transcriptions. See
also pp.70-71 of Rev. W. Dunn Macray (ed.), Salisbury Charters and Documents (1891). The paper
catalogue states that 'this fine probably the one referred to - 4 John - in Pr. IV C3 Chardstock/9.' (The
persons involved in this agreement indicate that it relates to the prebend of Chardstock (see PR/CH/1) a note on the envelope previously used to house the item stated that 'presumably the land is connected
with prebend of Chardstock').

20 Oct 1202

PR/CH/3

item

Acknowledgement of Phillip de Erticumb about the Chapel of Wanbroke
Acknowledgement by Phillip de Erticumb chaplain that the chapel of Wanbroke belonged to the prebend
of Cerdestoke [Chardstock]. The item records that a dispute arose between the chaplain and Abraham
treasurer of Salisbury (to whom the prebend belonged) about the chapel. Due to the fact that Phillip had
no seal of his own, the abbot of Midelton and the convent at his request sealed the document. The
witneeses were A[dam] Dean of Salisbury, Hugh the Chancellor, Thomas Sub-Dean, W de Teile, Henry
Tellum, Daniel de Longo Campo, Richard chaplain, Henry de [.illepelton], canons, etc. See p. 80 of Rev.
W. Dunn Macray (ed.), Salisbury Charters and Documents (1891).

1215-1220

PR/CH/4

item

1417-1418

PR/CH/5

item

PR/CH/6

item

Accounts 1417-18
Account roll dated 04 Sep in the 5th year of the reign of Henry V, the day on which Bishop Robert of
Salisbury died, to 08 Jan following, the day on which the King released the temporalities to John
Chaundler the new Bishop. The Prebendary at the time was William Werkeman.
Accounts 1427
Accounts dated 16 Jul 1427-10 Oct 1427. Accounts of John [Leonine] from Wednesday next before the
feast of St Margaret the Virgin in the [5th] year of Henry VI, until Friday next before the feast of St
Calixtus the Pope in the 6th year of the reign of Henry VI. The Prebendary at the time was Richard
Caudray.
Extracts from the Records of the Dean and Chapter
Extracts from the records of the Dean and Chapter concerning the law of ?institution to the vicarage of
Chardstock. Various extracts, including those dated between 1584 and 1597 (some dates are obscured or
the fragility of the document makes them difficult to read). As stated on a note previously attached to
the document, 'The extracts are in Latin [and English], from "the old register" (St. Osmunds'), Chapter act
books, etc., and consist largely of institutions to the vicarage.'
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1427

1620-1630

PR/CH/7

item

Terrier of Chardstock
A survey of [the] Prebend and Rectory of Chardstock with [the] Rights members [and] appurtenances
therof lying [and] being within [the] Parish of Chardstock in [the] County of Dorset, p[ar]cell of [the]
Possessions belonging to [the] Cathedral Church of [the] B[lessed] Virgin Mary in Sarum made [and] taken
by us whose names are heereunto subscribed in [the] month of September. 1649. By vertue of a
Comission to us granted [etc].' 'Dorset Rect[ory] de Chardstock'. This appears to be a copy, since all the
signatures are in the same hand. The survey was examined by William Webb Supervisor General.

Sep 1649

PR/CH/8

item

Mandate for Installation of Henry Woodcock
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
Henry Woodcock or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Chardstoke [Chardstock],
vacant by the death or Edward Tew the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the installation
took place on 26 Sep 1818. It also lists the canons and vicars present.

25 Sep 1818

PR/CC

sub-series

1253-1720

PR/CC/1

item

Chisenbury and Chute
Documents relating to the prebend of Chisenbury and Chute. Lack states, 'It consisted of estates and
tithes at Chisenbury and Chute, and the church of Winterbourne Dauntsey, all in Wiltshire, and the
church of Easton in Hampshire.'
Agreement Between the Abbot and Convent of St George de Lankervill and the Rector of Winterborne
Dantesye
Record of a case between the abbot and convent of St George de Lankerville in the Diocese of [Rochom]
on the one part, and Robert de Beuver [Beauvoir] canon of Sarum and rector of Winterborn Dantesye on
the other part, concerning greater and lesser tithes arising from the demesne which the said monks held
in the said parish of Winterborne, tithes which the rector said belonged to him by common law as the
demesne was situated within the limits of the said church. An amicable agreement was made as follows:
that every year at the feast of St Michael the monks would pay ten shillings to that rector and his
successors in lieu of the said tithes, and this would release them from all obligation, saving to that rector
one acre of corn, namely half of grain and half of barley, which the said church was accustomed to
receive from the demesne. Given in [September].
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Sep 1253

PR/CC/2

item

Grant to the Church of St Edward Winterbourne
This appears to be a grant in frankalmoign (in liberam puram et perpetuam eleemosinam) by Richard
Dannteseye knight to the church of St Edward de Winterburn Dannteseye and Robert de Beuver
[?Beauvoir] canon of Sarum and rector of that church for pasture for 2 draught animals, 1 [ox], and 60
sheep in the town of Winterburn Dannteseye in addition to the right which the said church already had
for 4 draught animals, 1 [ox] and 61 sheep. These rights are confirmed. There is reference to land outside
the close of Richard's house/courtyard, and it states that excluded from the right of pasture was a
meadow called [Inmed.]which extended from Richard's house/courtyard to a watercourse towards the
west. There are further details about pasture. It then states that for the right of additional animals (2
draught animals, 1 [ox] and 60 sheep) [Robert] [paid] 6 silver marks. This was granted in pure and
perpetual mercy against all men and women. The witnesses were Ralph de Angeriis, Stephen Wudefard
and William de Grimestede, knights, then others whose names are obscured [John de Grimestede, Jordan
de Larkestocke and John de la Forde] (see PR/CC/3), Thomas de Kaneforde, Richard de Nevill, John le
Savage, John Prat, etc. There is an armorial seal. This item relates to PR/CC/3 and PR/CC/4. PR/CC/3 is
a duplicate of this item, and the witnesses can be made out.

c1259

PR/CC/3

item

Grant to the Church of St Edward Winterbourne (Duplicate)
This is a duplicate of PR/CC/2.

c1259

PR/CC/4

item

Indenture Between Robert de Beamier and Richard de Dantesye
Indenture, rendered almost completely illegible by staining, which was found with Prebend of Chute and
Chisenbury documents. It relates to a grant to a church of 'St. Edward' and is sealed with an armorial
seal. The parties are Robert de Beamier [?Beauvoir], canon of Sarum and rector of the church of St
Edward, and Richard de Dantesye, knight, on the other. There is mention of 'outside the close' and
pastures or meadows. This item relates to PR/CC/2 and PR/CC/3 - see item descriptions.

1259

PR/CC/5

item

27 Aug 1318

PR/CC/6

item

Resignation of a House in the Close
Resignation by Robert de Worth, Canon of Sarum and Prebendary of 'Chesyngebir', of a house in the Close
[?which formerly belonged to] Henry de Aysshe, Canon, which Simon late Bishop of Salisbury had left him
in his will. He now resigns it to the Dean and Chapter.
Terrier of Chisenbury and Chute
A Terrier of all [and] Singular [the] Mann[ors] Lands and Tenem[ents] of Josua Tucker Clarke Parebendary
of [the] Prebend of Chesingbury [and] Chute [Chisenbury and Chute] in [the] County of Wilts.' There are
ten pages of writing, which include Winterbourne Dauntsey and the rectory or parsonage of Chute.
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1660-1679

PR/CC/7

item

Mandate for Installation of William Colnet
Mandate from William Bishop of Salisbury to John Younger Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter, ordering
the installation of William Colnett [Colnet] or his proctor to the possession of the canonry or prebend of
Chute and Cheesenbury [Chisenbury], vacant by the resignation of John Holland the previous holder of
office. Given at London. The endorsement states that it was on 11 March 1720 in the Chapter House in
the presence of D[aniel] Whitby, Mr Coker, F Eyre and [?Mr] Game. Also named are Mr Talman and Mr
Albert. This presumably refers to Colnet's installation.

24 Feb 1720

PR/CO

sub-series

Coombe and Harnham
Documents relating to the prebend of Coombe and Harnham in Wiltshire.

1600-1720

PR/CO/1

item

17th century

PR/CO/2

item

PR/CO/3

item

Terrier of Ruscombe Northbury
The full title is: 'A Terrior or Shedule of all [the] Lands belongeing to [the] farme of Ruscoumbe
Nor[t]hburrey in [the] Coun[ty] of Berkes being Part and Parcell of [the] P[re]bend of Combe and
Harnham belonging to [the] Catheadrell Church of Sarum in [the] County of Wilts.' It seems to be
incomplete. The document is badly stained.
Mandate for Installation of Seth Ward
Mandate from Seth Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
Seth Ward or his proctor to the possession of the canonry or prebend of Comb and [H]arnham [Coombe
and Harnham] with Ruscumb and Northbury, vacant by the death of the previous holder of office [John
Chappell].
Mandate for Installation of Abraham Frank
Mandate from William Bishop of Salisbury to John Younger Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter, ordering
the installation of Abraham Francke [Frank], who was presented by King George, or his proctor to the
possession of the canonry or prebend of Combe and Harnam [Coombe and Harnham] and Ruscomb
annexed, vacant by the promotion of White Kennet [Kennett], who was the previous canon or prebend, to
the Bishopric of Peterborough. Given in London.

PR/DU

sub-series

Durnford
Documents relating to the prebend of Durnford in Wiltshire.

1163-1810
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19 Aug 1672

6 Jul 1720

PR/DU/1

item

PR/DU/2

item

PR/DU/3

item

PR/DU/4

item

PR/DU/5

item

Grant to the Church of Durnford St Andrew by Isabel de Tony
Grant by Isabel de Toni [Tony] for the soul of her husband Walter son of Richard to the church of St
Andrew of Derneford [Durnford] in perpetual alms the house of Edward son of [?Boll..] and whatever
house is next to it. That is half a verge of land and pastures for fifty sheep with Isabel's sheep and the
other 150 sheep which the church had before. She also grants another verge of land from her demesne
with appurtanences in parts and pastures [text obscured by insect damage], so that there would be
pasture for 225 of the church's sheep with her own. She also gave pasture for 14 cattle with her own, and
church pigs with her own. She also gave the house in which the priest lived and another house next to it,
as well as an ancient tenemant [some text obscured] as freely in all things as on the day on which her
lord Walter son of Richard died. Also she gives all tithes from her demesne and of her [?men] of
Derneford., namely corn, cheese, wool, piglets, lambs and everything else from which tithes might be
paid. The witnesses were H dean of Sarum, [Fulcoe], Hugh Bunet, Walter brother of the dean, William
Chichester canons, Duncan chaplain of the bishop, Roger Burnard, Roger de Toni Peter de Mara, Hugh de
Mara, Henry Huse, Philip [...], Gilbert [the rest is obscured by staining]. See pp.34-35 of Rev. W. Dunn
Macray (ed.), Salisbury Charters and Documents (1891).
Inquisition at Durnford
Inquisition held before William of Durneford [Durnford] knight and Roger his brother knight in the church
of Durnford by 24 leading parishioners of the said church who had to answer questions, including about
the hundred court of Amberesbury. Part of the text is completely obscured by staining and cannot be
deciphered. There appears to be something about violating the rights of the prebend. The following
names are then given: Robert de Crofta, John Govin, William Bedell, and Alexander Bedell.

1163

Agreement to Build a House Between Simon Membury ad Thomas Hopkins
Indenture between Simon Membury canon of Salisbury Cathedral and prebendary of the prebend of
Durneford [Durnford] on the one part and Thomas Hopkyns husbandman on the other part. The said
Thomas would build a house with two terraces or chambers on the tenement which the said Thomas holds
of the rectory of Durnford. And the house would be 50 feet long and 18 feet wide, and the said tenement
lies in Great Durnford next to the rectory of Durnford in the east part. The house would be well-built
before the Feast of All Saints 1420. And if Thomas fails to do this then he will give Simon, his heirs and
executors 20 marks sterling. And Thomas also binds himself by 20 marks sterling. Thomas' seal is
attached.
Court Roll
Court roll (curia legalis). There is a smaller sheet attached to the roll, which appears to be a survey of
tenants.
Mandate to Summon Prebendary John Humphrey
Mandate to summon John Humphrey, prebendary of Durnford, to a Chapter meeting for the election of
John Gordon as Dean on 24th February.

24 Jan 1418
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12th-13th
centuries

1414
14 Feb 1603

PR/DU/6

item

Mandate for Installation of Arthur Edward Howman
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, orderng the installation of
Arthur Edward Howman or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Durnesford
[Durnford], vacant by the death of George Watts the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the
installation took place on 17 Mar 1810 in the vestry room. Also listed are those present for the mandate
and the vicars present at the installation.

21 Feb 1810

PR/FW

sub-series

Fordington and Writhlington
Documents relating to the prebend of Fordington (in Dorset) and Writhlington (in Somerset).

1612-1819

PR/FW/1

item

Lease between Edward Onslow and Andrew Ettricke for the Prebend Parsonage of Fordington
Copy of a lease for a term of lives of the prebend parsonage of Fordington. Between Edward Onslow of
Cruckton in the County of Salop, Clerk and Prebendary of Fordington in Dorset, and Andrew Ettricke of
Barford in Dorset gent along with the sons of his older brother Anthony: William and Edward Ettricke. The
rent was £21 to be paid to Edward Onslow, and £30 for the support of the vicar. Endorsed with
memorandum of livery of seisin in the great barn (some of the writing is obscured).

6 Mar 1660

PR/FW/2

item

Mandate for Installation of Humphrey Gwyn
Mandate by Henry Bishop of Sarum to John Gordon Dean of Salisbury Cathedral and the chapter, ordering
the installation of Humfred G[?u]yn [Humphrey Gwyn] or his proctor to the possession of the canonry and
prebend of Forthington [Fordington] and Writhlington, vacant by the resignation of Henry Cotton, the
previous canon and prebendary.

5 Dec 1612

PR/FW/3

item

Mandate for Installation of John Fisher
Mandate by Herbert Hawes prebendary and commissary appointed by John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean
and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of John Fisher or his proctor to the possession of the
prebend or canonry of Fordington and Wrethlington [Writhlington] vacant by the death of William Douglas
the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the installation took place on 31 Mar 1819. The canons
and vicars present are also listed.

31 Mar 1819

PR/GM

sub-series

Prebend of Gillingham Minor
Documents relating to the prebend of Gillingham Minor (olim Axford). Lack states that 'the prebends of
Axford and Ramsbury, were dissolved by Act of Parliament of 1545 as a result of an exchange between
the Earl of Hertford and John Salcot, Bishop of Sarum 1539-1557, the Bishop receiving the prebend of
Gillingham, formerly of Shaftesbury Abbey in Dorset. From this he was required to form two prebends;
Gillingham Major replacing Ramsbury and Gillingham Minor replacing Axford.'

1201-1677
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PR/GM/1

item

Indenture of Defects of Property in Gillingham
This item is badly stained and very difficult to read. It seems to be a record of the defects in the
[?houses] of the rector of Gillingham, taken 12[?gesimo]1. The defects then appear to be valued. There
are phrases referring to both internal and external elements including: 'Defectus lat[er]ine sup[er]
aq[ua]m in xiid;' 'Defectus cam[er]e iux[ta] portam in xiid;' 'Defect[us] g[ra]ngie que dicit[ur];' 'Defect[us]
molendinum et [?] estimant[ur] in vii li. xs;' 'Om[ni]a defect[us] de Motcumb[e] estimant[ur] in xiiis iiiid.'
It is not clear whether this item relates to Gillingham Minor or Major; it has been assigned to the
Gillingham Minor sub-series as it was found with an item relating to Gillingham Minor.

13th century

PR/GM/2

item

Gillingham Against Stourton
Document with writing on both sides. One side has 'libell[us] c[ontr]a Gyllyngh[a]m cont[ra] Stourton'
written at the top. A petition ?to Canterbury of the Dean and Chapter of the Cathedral against Richard
Stourton, rector of the parish or prebend of Gillingham. The reverse has 'Inter recorda de termi[n]o
[?Sanctae] Trinitatis...'. This side is particularly stained and faded, but appears to be a memorandum
with calculations - the paper catalogue suggests it is 'about transaction in the Exchequer (of Receipt?),
perhaps to do with the subsidy of the clergy, and also apparently the king of France.' It is not clear
whether this item relates to Gillingham Minor or Major; it has been assigned to the Gillingham Minor subseries as it was found with an item relating to Gillingham Minor.

c1365 pre 1437

PR/GM/3

item

Mandate for Installation of Giles Thornburgh
Mandate from Seth Bishop of Salisbury to Thomas Peirce [Pierce] Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter,
ordering the installation of Giles Thornburgh or his proctor to the possession of the canonry or prebend of
Gillingham Minor, vacant by the death of John Houghton, who was the previous holder of office.

13 Aug 1677

PR/GA

sub-series

1665-1824

PR/GA/1

item

Grantham Australis
Documents relating to the prebend of Grantham Australis in Lincolnshire (the churches of South
Grantham).
Mandate for Installation of Thomas Lambert
[NB. the hand is difficult to decipher and the writing is faded in parts due to staining - uncertainties are
indicated with square brackets]. Mandate from Alexander Bishop of Salisbury to Richard Bayly [Baylie]
Dean of Salisbury Cathedral and the Chapter there, ordering the installation of Thomas Lambert to the
canonry and prebend of South Grantham or Grantham Australis [vacant due to the bishopric] (?referring
to the previous prebendary, Alexander Hyde, becoming Bishop), [Lambert having been presented by] King
Charles II.
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3 Feb 1665

PR/GA/2

item

Mandate for Installation of Thomas Rennell
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
Thomas Rennell or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of South Grantham, vacant by
the death of Robert Price the last prebendary. Assignment of 'place and voice in the Chapter' has been
crossed out. The endorsement states that the installation took place on 19 Apr 1823. The canons and
vicars present are also listed.

17 Apr 1823

PR/GA/3

item

Mandate for Installation of Thomas Henry Mirehouse
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
Thomas Henry Mirehouse or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of South Grantham,
vacant by the death of Thomas Rennell the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the installation
took place on 17 Jul 1824. The canons and vicars present are also listed.

16 Jul 1824

PR/GB

sub-series

1613-1786

PR/GB/1

item

Grantham Borealis
Documents relating to the prebend of Grantham Borealis in Lincolnshire (the churches of North
Grantham).
Draft Mandate for Installation of the Reverend Mr George Barrington to the Prebend or Canonry of North
Grantham
Draft version of the installation of George Barrington to the prebend or canonry of North Grantham.

PR/GB/2

item

13 Jul 1613

PR/GB/3

item

PR/GB/4

item

Mandate for Installation of John Still
Mandate from Henry Bishop of Sarum to John Gordon Dean of Salisbury Cathedral and the Chapter,
ordering the installation of John Still or his proctor to the possession of the canonry and prebend of
Grantham or Grantham Borialis, vacated by the previous prebendary Abraham Conham. Parts of the text
are obscured by ink corrosion or insect damage.
Mandate for the Installation of Richard Hyde
Mandate from Alexander Bishop of Sarum to Richard Baily [Baylie] Dean of Salisbury Cathedral and the
Chapter there ordering the installation of Richard Hyde or his proctor to the possession of the canonry
and prebend of Grantham Borelis [Borealis] after it became vacant by the death of William Grove, who
was the previous canon and prebendary.
Mandate for Installation of William Dowse
Mandate from Seth Bishop of Sarum to Thomas Peirse [Pierce] Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter,
ordering the installation of William Dowse or his proctor to the possession of the canonry or prebend of
Grantham Borealis, vacant by the resignation of Richard Hill, who was the previous holder of office.
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14 Jan 1786

26 Mar 1666

12 Jan 1683

PR/GR

sub-series

Grimston
Documents relating to the prebend of Grimston in Dorset.

1671-1720

PR/GR/1

item

A Terrier of the Farm of Grimston in the Countie of Dorset Belonging to St Marie of Sarum
Terrier of Grimstone [Grimston]. The terrier was delivered by John Fisher, to Henry Bestland for Doctor
John Price Prebendary. It is signed by Henry Bestland. The endorsement reads, 'The 20th of January 1671.
A Terrier of [?The] Prebend of G[?rimstone] [and] Yetminster Leigh and [?Chetnol]. Grimston Farme.'

20 Jan 1671

PR/GR/2

item

Mandate for Installation of Samuel Dunster
Mandate from William Bishop of Salisbury to John Younger Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter, admtting
Samuel Dunster or his proctor to the possession of the canonry or prebend of Grimston and Yatmister,
made vacant by the death of John Hinton previous holder of office. Given in London.

11 May 1720

PR/HI

sub-series

Highworth
Documents relating to the prebend of Highworth in Wiltshire.

1603-1823

PR/HI/1

item

Mandate for Installation of Peter Lilly
The top left section of the item (and therefore the text) is missing. It appears to be a presentation by
William Younge of Ogborne [Ogbourne] St George in the county of Wiltshire patron ‘hac vice’ (for this
occasion) by reason of the grant of presentation by the Bishop to Thomas Marshall of Limmington
[Lymington] in the county of Southampton who assigned it to Younge (see p.49 of Horn, J. M., ed., Fasti
Ecclesiae Anglicanae 1541-1857: Volume 6, Salisbury Diocese (London, 1986), available at British History
Online, http://www.british-history.ac.uk/fasti-ecclesiae/1541-1847/vol6 [accessed 26 May 2016]). Orders
the installation of Peter Lillie [Lilly] or his proctor to the possession of the canonry and prebend of
Highworth, after the death of Hugh Munsfield. Given the 24th day of February in the year 1603. Signed by
Bishop Henry.

24 Feb 1603

PR/HI/2

item

Mandate for Installation of Richard Francis Onslow
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
Richard Francis Onslow or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Highworth, vacant
by the death of Francis Rowden the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the installation took
place on 25 Jan 1823. It also names the canons and vicars present.

25 Jan 1823
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PR/HO

sub-series

Horton
Documents relating to the prebend of Horton in Gloucestershire. Lack states, 'The church was given to
the cathedral by Agnes, wife of Ralph de Bellofago, the gift being confirmed by King Henry II in 1158. The
prebend was probably in existence by c.1150 and it was joined to the bishopric on 11 April 1219, in place
of the prebend of Major Pars Altaris, on account of the uncertain income of the latter. In 1255 the
bishopric assumed the prebend of Pottern and relinquished that of Horton.'

1155-1288

PR/HO/1

item

Confirmation of Horton by Henry II
Charter of Henry [II] in which he confirms Horton to the church of St Mary of Salisbury which Agnes wife
of Ralph de Bella Fago gave from her dower to her son Gislebert in augmentation of his prebend. The said
church and Gislebert are to hold the said manor in peace freely, quietly and honorably, with soc and sac,
toll and team, and [infangthief] ('Infangene Teof'), and with all customs and liberties in wood and plain,
and meadows and pastures, and in all things, just as King Henry his grandfather granted it to them. The
witnesses were Philip Bishop of 'Baioc¯', Ern[?est] Bishop of Lexon, Thomas Chancellor, Warin son of
Ger[?bert] chamberlain, Richard de Hum[?] constable. At Northampton.

1155-1162

PR/HO/2

item

Gift of the Church of Horton
Gift in frankalmoign by Agnes wife of Ralph de Bellafago for the souls of her father, mother and all her
ancestors, and for the salvation of herself, her husband and her sons, of the church of Horton to the
church of St Mary of Salisbury, along with its lands, tithes and all things belonging to it, saving
nevertheless the right of the church of St Mary of Banner to which her father gave two parts of the tithes
from his demesne in Horton. The witnesses were Ralph de Bellafago senior, Ralph his son, Warin the
seneschal, Edric the steward, Richard de de Bavent and Robert son of Godric.

12th century

PR/HO/3

item

Confirmation of the Gift of the Church of Horton
Confirmation by Henry de Ria of the gift of the church of Horton which was made by his mistress and
mother to the Cathedral. At the prayer and petition of Bishop Robert [as a] prebend [text is obscured by
staining]. (The index card states that 'this presumably refers to the annexation of Horton to the bishopric,
in lieu of the prebend of Major pars altaris, which took place in 1219.') The witnesses include Osmund
seneschal, Roger de Meisi, Humphry de Mat[...] and Walter de Pa[sos]. [130] is written at the bottom. (On
p.77 of Greenway, D. E. (ed.), Fasti Ecclesiae Anglicanae 1066-1300: Volume 4, Salisbury it is stated that
the church of Horton was granted pre 1161. There was a Bishop Robert 1102-1139).

12th century
(possibly 13th)
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PR/HO/4

item

Annexation of the Prebend of Horton to the Bishopric
Grant of Bishop Richard, concerning the annexation of the prebend of Horton to the bishopric and the
threat of excommunication if the rights of the bishop as prebendary of Horton were violated. Much of the
document is obscured by staining, but a transcription is available on p.95 of Rev. W. Dunn Macray (ed.),
Salisbury Charters and Documents (1891). It roughly translates as follows: it was previously decided that
the bishop would be admitted to secrets of the chapter as one of the canons and would join the prebend
to the bishopric. If anyone dared to violate the bishop's rights as prebendary then they would be
excommunicated. See also pp.85-6 of Dunn Macray - the prebend of Major Pars Altaris is exchanged for
Horton.

1219

PR/HO/5

item

Final Concord Between Ralph and Olimpias de Willington and Robert Bishop of Sarum
Final concord in the court at Wilton, on the quindene of Easter, in the 20th year of King Henry III, before
Walter abbot of Hyda, John abbot of Malmesbu[ry], Robert de Lex', Robert de Belloca[m]po and Jordan
Oliver justices itinerant etc. Between Ralph de Willington and Olimpias his wife plaintiffs, and Robert
Bishop of Sarum defendant, concerning the common of pasturage in the Bishop's wood of Horwood. The
Bishop grants to Ralph, Olimpias and the heirs of said Olimpias common of herbage in the whole wood of
Horwood, with the exception of Tunegrave, Chirchegrave, and Grummesgrave for flocks and cattle, and
for pigs. Details of this are given. The Bishop also grants the tenants of Ralph and Olimpias in the east
part of Wimpling the common of herbage. If the pigs of the Bishop's tenants of Horton are found in the
wood of Mapild[.] [?under specified conditions], fines are due. Ralph and Olimpias grant to the Bishop
similar rights of common of herbage in their wood of Mapild[.], with rights for the Bishop's tenants of
Horton. And if the pigs of Ralph and Olimpias' tenants are found in the wood of Horwood, they would
have to pay fines. Ralph and Olimpias quitclaimed for themselves and for Olimpias' heirs to the Bishop
and his successors and the church of Sarum all their right in clearings and closes made before this
agreement by the said Bishop, his predecessors or tenants in the said wood of Horwood. The Bishop
quitclaims to Ralph and Olimpias and Olimpias' heirs his right in all clearings and closes made before this
agreement by the said Ralph and Olimpias in the wood of Mapild[.]. Both parties agreed that they would
only clear land in the said woods by common consent, saving to the Bishop and his successors the groves
of Tunegrave, Chirchegrave and Grummesgrave. And both parties agreed not to ?overclear ('superadgista')
either of the two woods. '148' is written at the bottom.

13 Apr 1236

PR/HO/6

item

Confirmation by Robert Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter of a Licence Granted by Pope Innocent [IV]
Much of the writing is obscured by brown staining. The document appears to be a confirmation by
R[obert] Dean and Salisbury and the Chapter of a licence granted by Pope Innocent [IV] to the Bishop of
Salisbury to exchange his prebend of Horton in the diocese of Worcester for another in his own diocese
with the agreement of the Chapter. '([0]/[9]11)' is written on the back.
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Jan 1253

PR/HO/7

item

Quitclaim of land in West Horton by Roger de Lokynton to Ralph of York
Roger de Lokynton quitclaims to Master Ralph of York canon of the prebend of West Horton and his
successors 11 acres of land with the [?hedges] adjacent, [belonging to the said Roger] in the manor of
West Horton. Viz. at the place which is called Westereford 4 and a half acres, and between the [same
place and Estere]ford 5 and a half acres, and one acre near Estereford on the east side. He also
quitclaimed to the said Ralph and his successors 7 acres of new clearing in the said manor, which Richard
formerly vicar of the church of Westhorton cleared and held, and these are called Prestes Reddingges. To
be held to the said Ralph and his successors freely, quietly [and in peace forever]. Confirmed by the said
Roger. In return for this gift and warranty Ralph [granted] 30 acres of land from his manor of Westhorton
to hold, as is contained more fulling in the charter which was made for me [Roger]. Sealed with Roger's
seal. The witnesses were Ralph de Wylton lord of Wethe, Jordan Biscop, Jordan la Warre, Thomas de la
Forth[...], [?Nicholas] Fader etc. The writing is partially obscured by staining.

1267-1288

PR/HB

sub-series

1232-1821

PR/HB/1

item

Hurstbourne and Burbage
Documents relating to the prebend of Hurstbourne and Burbage (Hurstbourne Tarrant in Hampshire and
Burbage in Wiltshire).
Inspeximus of Henry III Charter
Inspeximus and confirmation, by P[eter] Bishop of Winchester, of a charter of Henry III concerning the
church of Husseburne [Hurstbourne] (see PR/HB/7). The King, believing that the church was in his
donation, had presented his clerk Nicholas de Neville to it on its vacancy after the death of Simon de
P[erigord] who was formerly dean of Chichester. However, the Bishop of Salisbury and the Chapter
claimed it as belonging to the Salisbury prebend of Burbage, on the grounds of an annual pension which
the canon of the said prebend was accustomed to receiving from the dean. Having examined charters of
earlier kings and others, the claims of the church of Salisbury were established and the King agreed that
the church of Hurstbourne belonged to the church of Sarum, as a member of the prebend of Burbage, and
that it should be so held in pure and perpetual alms. He assigned to Nicholas de Neville the possession of
the church for his life, but saved the rights of both parties. The witnesses were H[ubert] de Burgh, Earl of
Kent and Justiciar of England, Stephen de Segrava, Godfrey de Craucumb, John son of […] (text faded),
Godfrey dispensator, and H de Capella. Given by the hand of R[alph] Bishop of Chichester, Chancellor, at
Worcester, 21 May 1232 (16th year ofHenry III). The Bishop of Winchester now confirms all the above.
Given at Wodestoc, Saturday next after Epiphany 1232 (?i.e. 08 Jan 1233). The witnesses were J
[?Lemovicen], R de Apluby, P de Chanceus, W son of Humphrey and Herbert the Clerk. The Henry III
charter may be found in pp.227-8 of Rev. W. Dunn Macray (ed.), Salisbury Charters and Documents
(1891).
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Jan 1233

PR/HB/2

item

Nomination to the Vicarage of Hurstbourne Tarrant
Blank nomination to the perpetual vicarage of Hurstbourne Tarrant in the County of Southampton in the
Diocese of Winchester. The prebend of Husborn and Burbage [Hurstbourne and Burbage] was Daniel
Whitby.
Mandate for Installation of John Fisher
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury Cathedral, ordering the
installation of John Fisher or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Husborne
[Hurstbourne] and Burbage, vacant by the death of Charles [Moss] Bishop of Oxford, the last prebendary.
The endorsement states that the installation took place on 20 Jun 1812. It also lists the canons and vicars
present.

12 Apr 1672

PR/HB/3

item

PR/HB/4

item

Mandate for Installation of Robert James Carr
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
Robert James Carr or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Husborne [Hurstbourne]
and Burbage, vacant by the cession of John Fisher the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the
installation took place on 24 Apr 1819. It also lists the canons and vicars present.

3 Apr 1819

PR/HB/5

item

Mandate for Installation of Charles Francis
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
Charles Francis or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Husborne [Hurstbourne] and
Burbage, vacant by the resignation of Robert James Carr the last prebendary. The endorsement states
that the installation took place on 24 Jul 1819. It also lists the canons and vicars present.

23 Jul 1819

PR/HB/6

item

Mandate for Installation of James Thomas Hurlock
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
James Thomas Hurlock or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Husborne
[Hurstbourne] and Burbage, vacant by the death of Charles Francis the last prebendary. The endorsement
states that the installation took place on 08 Dec 1821. It also lists the canons and vicars present.

8 Dec 1821
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2 Jun 1812

PR/HB/7

item

Charter of King Henry III Concerning the Church of Hurstbourne
Duplicate charter of King Henry III agreeing that the church of [Hurstbourne] was a member of the
prebend of Burebeche [Burbage] in the church of Salisbury. The church of Hurstbourne was vacant by the
death of Simon de Peregorr [Perigord] Dean of Chichester, and the King had presented Nicholas de Neville
believing that the church was in his donation. However, Robert Bishop of Salisbury and the Chapter
claimed that it belonged to the prebend of Burbage, which was a prebend of the Cathedral, on the
grounds of an annual pension which the canon of the said prebend was accustomed to receiving from the
dean. Having examined charters of earlier kings and others, the claims of the church of Salisbury were
established and the King agreed that the church of Hurstbourne belonged to the church of Sarum, as a
member of the prebend of Burbage, and that it should be so held in pure and perpetual alms. He assigned
to Nicholas de Neville the possession of the church for his life, but saved the rights of both parties. See
pp.227-8 of Rev. W. Dunn Macray (ed.), Salisbury Charters and Documents (1891), PR/HB/1 and HMC
report p.385.

21 May 1232

PR/IL

sub-series

Ilfracombe
Documents relating to the prebend of Ilfracombe (olim Bere and Cherminster, both in Dorset). Lack
states, 'In 1545, the prebend of Bere & Cherminster was dissolved and Ilfracombe substituted by Act of
Parliament as a result of an exchange between John Salcot, Bishop of Sarum 1539-1557, and Sir Thomas
Wriothesley. The exchange to take place at the next vacancy of Ilfracombe church. Sir Thomas
Wriothesley subsequently released the prebendal estates to the Crown.'

1197-1823

20

PR/IL/1

item

Dispute about the Church of Frome
The item records a dispute between Richard dean of Salisbury on the one part, and W de Witefeld and his
wife Matilda de Monasteriis on the other, about the church of Frome which the said Dean claimed
belonged to the prebend of Cermenister [Cherminster]. The right of patronage of the said church of
Frome was to remain with the said W and Matilda and their heirs, as it had belonged to Matilda's
predecessors from ancient times. When the church was vacant the said W and Matilda were to present a
suitable person to the said Dean and his successors canons of Cherminster. And the said church of Frome
would have the right of burial of its parishioners in its cemetery, as granted by Bishop Herbert and with
the agreement of the Dean. The church would receive oil and [myrrh] from the church of Cherminster.
Furthermore any ecclesiastical cause which arose in Frome would be dealt with before the said Dean and
his successors the canons of Cherminster [?as if before the Archdeacon]. The parsons and chaplains
serving in the church would swear canonical obedience to the Dean and his successors canons of
Cherminster. W and Matilda for the salvation of their souls and those of their ancestors gave 6 acres of
the manor of Frome in Lichforlag to the church of Cherminster in alms and confirmed it with their
charter. For greater security of the agreement, both the Dean and W and Matilda appended their seals,
and at the petition of both parties, so did the Chapter. The witnesses were D[aniel] de Longo Campo
canon of Salisbury, John chaplain of the Dean, Richard de Mapald[a], Robert Belet and Ralph his son,
Turstin the priest, Philip Crubbe, Walter de Walt[er], Roger C[?atte], Reginald Loke, Robert de
Monasteriis, Nicholas, William the baker, Ralph, servants, William de Witefeld etc.
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1197-1215

PR/IL/2

item

Confirmation by Adam de Hertleg
Acknowledgement by Adam son of Robert de Hertleg[.] that he has received from Richard dean of
Salisbury all the land of Oswaldeshille which belongs to the prebend of Cerministre [Cherminster] to hold
for the term of his life, with the woodland, mill and all the appurtenances except for two [?serfs] in the
said land which the Dean keeps: Thomas Danger and Ralph his brother. The rent was 14 shillings to be
paid at the four terms of the year. Also a pig was to be brought every year to Cerminster at the feast of
St Martin [?or] 12 d. Also 3 [?loads] of coal at Christmas. The witnesses were Hugh chancellor of Sarum,
Phillip of St Edward, Gregory de Cumba, William de Wilton, Robert Coterel, etc.

22

nd [c1214]

PR/IL/3

item

Grant by Bartholomew de Turberville to Robert de Lexinton
Grant by Bartholomew de Turberville to Robert de Lexinton canon of Sarum, of Cerministre [Cherminster]
and of Bere, and to his successors, all the tithes great and small, of all his (de Turberville's) demesne of
Winterburne Turberville to hold forever, which [tithes] his predecessors always conveyed to whomever
they wished. The witnesses were William abbot of Cerne, H[enry de Lexington] treasurer at Sarum,
Robert de Notingham, Richard chaplain parson of Tanewrth, William de Suwelle, John de Dorcestre
chaplain, John de Ripariis, Robert de Cheselburne, Walter de Musters, etc. See p.278 of Rev. W. Dunn
Macray (ed.), Salisbury Charters and Documents (1891), where there is a full transcription (part of the
original document is missing).
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1242

PR/IL/4

item

Confirmation of Charters by Robert Bishop of Salisbury
Confirmation of two charters. First a confirmation of the charter of Bartholomew de Turberville, in which
he granted tithes at Winterburne Turberville to Robert de Lexinton (PR/IL/3), and secondly of a charter
in which Robert de Lexinton, canon of the prebend of Cerministre [Cherminster] and Bere, in return for
the tithes of Winterburne Turberville endowed by Bartholomew de Turberville, grants de Turberville a
chantry with parochial rights in his chapel of Winterburne Turberville, for his wife, free household and
guests, with his own chaplain, to be maintained at his own expense saving the rights of the church of
Bere. de Lexinton also grants that if his wife or any free women of his household gives birth,then they
could be purified in the chapel and the oblations would go to the chaplain. Sealed with de Lexinton's
seal. The witnesses for both charters were William abbot of Cerne, H[enry de Lexington] treasurer at
Sarum, Robert de Notingham, Richard chaplain parson of Tanewrth, William de Suwelle, John de
Dorcestre chaplain, John de Ripariis, Robert de Cheselburne, Walter de Musters, etc. The Bishop confirms
these charters and seals the confirmation with his seal, with one copy remaining in the Treasury of
Salisbury and the other with said knight. The witnesses were W de la Wile, P de Cumbe, G de Bedeford
canons of Salisbury, R de Wichamtone, W de Castellis clerks. Given at Pottern, in the 14th year of his
episcopate. See pp.279-280 of Rev. W. Dunn Macray (ed.), Salisbury Charters and Documents (1891).
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16 August 1242

PR/IL/5

item

Confirmation of Charters by Robert Bishop of Salisbury
Duplicate of PR/IL/3.
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16 August 1242

PR/IL/6

item

Confirmation of Charters by the Dean and Chapter
A confirmation by Robert [de Hertford] dean of Salisbury of Bishop Robert [de Bingham]'s confirmation of
preceding charters - Bartholomew de Turbervill's, knight, and canon Robert de Lexinton's (PR/IL/3PR/IL/5). See pp.277-281 of Rev. W. Dunn Macray (ed.), Salisbury Charters and Documents (1891), where
there are transcriptions of all the charters. The charter of Bartholomew de Turberville related to his
grant of tithes to Charminster and the foundation of a private chapel at Winterburne Turberville, and the
charter of Robert de Lexinton's related to the grant of the vicarage of Bere by de Lexinton. Given at
Salisbury.
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22 Aug 1242

PR/IL/7

item

Agreement Between Ralph Canon of York and the Abbot and Convent of Binedon
Between Ralph of York canon of the prebend of Cerministre [Cherminster] and Bere on the one part and
the abbot and convent of Binedon on the other, about the fact that the said abbot and convent unjustly
and wrongly moved the parishioners of the chapel of Bovinton built within the limits of the chapel of
Bere, reducing the parish of the said chapel to absolutely nothing. The matter was settled as follows. The
said abbot and convent and their successors were daily at their own expense to provide for the divine
offices in the said chapel of Bovinton, either by a monk of Binedon or by a suitable secular chaplain. [?If
they did not want to have him] then they would present him to the canon of the said prebend and
maintain the said chapel and all the books and vestments for the said offices. Also the said abbot and
convent and their successors must pay 20 [?shillings] yearly to the said canon, his proctor and his
successors or their proctors at Bere, paying an equal portion of money at the four terms of the year. Also
the ancient pension of 20d was due on the nativity of the Virgin Mary at Wudebur[?e]. The person bringing
the money would receive from the altar of the church at Wudebur[.] by the hand of the chaplain or
another servant, candlewax, a loaf and cheese if it was offered to the Virgin Mary on the said day. Also
the said abbot and convent granted to the canon and his successors all the tithes arising from an area of
land of the tenement of Robert le Chamberlain which they were accustomed to receive. And all the
profits great and small of the said chapel of Bovinton would be given over for the use of the abbot and
convent. Reserved to the said canon and the Bishop of Salisbury their ancient right of compelling the
abbot and convent to observe the agreement, etc. Given at Salisbury, 5 Ides of April 1254.

9 Apr 1254

PR/IL/8

item

Grant by Alicia de Stoke to Walter of Merton
The charter confirms that Alicia de Stoke wife of William de Stoke granted to her friend Walter de Merton
canon of Salisbury in the prebend of Cermenistre [Cherminster] and Bere that acre of land in the field of
Wynterburne Kinggestone called Stonye acre, which she had from the gift of John Fromund, and that acre
of land which lies next to the said acre toward the church of Kinggestone, which she had from the gift of
Eve de Crokestone. To be held by Walter, his heirs and assigns forever. The rent for Stonye acre was
[?1/2d] to the said John Fromund at Easter. Warranty by the said Alicia for the 2 acres against all mortal
people. The witnesses were Ralph de Musters, Richard Syward, Benedict de Musters, Richard Digny, John
Sampson, Reginald Merlyn, Thomas le Jeovene, etc.

nd [c1263-1271]
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PR/IL/9

item

Acknowledgement by Ralph Abbot of Binedon to Walter de Merton Canon of Salisbury
Acknowledgement by Ralph abbot of Binedon and the convent there to Walter de Merton canon of
Salisbury, who claimed that the common of pasture for cattle and sheep throughout the heath which was
between the town of Bere and the chapel of Bovinton and also the free common of heath and turf there
belonged to the prebend of Cermenister [Cherminster], that it belonged to the prebend for the canon and
his successors. Saved to the abbot clearings from the south part of the way which led from Cerminster all
the way to Warham. Provided that they had sufficient common from that part for their cattle and sheep.
And also sufficient allowances of heath in suitable places without making a gift or sale. Thus the common
of pasture in the said clearings was safe if they needed after the corn was removed.

1265

PR/IL/10

item

Commission from the Dean and Chapter
Commission from the Dean and Chapter to William Dunham, Thomas Rylegh and Peter Up[…..], public
notaries, and William Cothe vicar in the Cathedral to exercise spiritual jurisdiction, collect profits, [?and
to do all other things relating] to the prebend of Chermenstre [Cherminster] and Bere, which belonged by
right to the Dean and Chapter due to the vacancy of the prebend because of a dispute between Thomas
Stanley and Richard Kyngeston. Given at Salisbury.

22 Apr 1407

PR/IL/11

item

Appointment of Proctors by William Camden
Appointment by William [Camden], prebendary of the prebend of Ilfarecombe [Ilfracombe], of John [?]
and [?] (text obscured) as his proctors with a general power and special mandate to appear before the
Dean and Chapter to take possession of prebend (much of the text is faded and cannot be read).

PR/IL/12

item

The Lands and Tenements Belonging to the Prebend of Ilfracombe
A terrier of the lands and tenements belonging to the prebend of Ilfracombe.

17th century

PR/IL/13

item

Capitular Decrees or Constitutions Made at Pentecostal Chapter
Copy of the capitular decrees or consitutions made at the Pentecostal Chapter on the 13th and 14th May
[?1665] for Mr Laurence, Prebendary of Ilfracombe. Mr Pickering is also mentioned, who was Prebendary
in 1665. Witness John Greenhill public notary.

c1665

PR/IL/14

item

Mandate for Installation of John Byrom
Mandate from Seth Bishop of Salisbury to Thomas Peirce [Pierce] Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter,
ordering the installation of John Byrom or his proctor to the possession of the canonry or prebend of
Ilfracombe, vacant by the death of Daniel Blith [Blyth], who was the previous holder of office.

21 May 1684
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Feb 1588

PR/IL/15

item

Mandate for Installation of Martin Benson
Mandate from William Bishop of Salisbury to John Younger Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter, ordering
the installation of Martin Bensonor his proctor to the possession of the canonry or prebend of Ilfracomb
[Ilfracombe], vacant by the resignation of Thomas Rundle the previous holder of office. Given in London.

10 Jan 1720

PR/IL/16

item

21 Feb 1810

PR/IL/17

item

Mandate for Installation of Philip Fisher
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
Philip Fisher or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Ilfracombe vacant by the death
of Charles de Guiffardiere the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the installation took place
on 14 Apr 1810. It also lists the canons and vicars present.
Mandate for Installation of William Fisher
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
William Fisher or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Ilfracombe vacant by the
resignation of Philip Fisher the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the installation took place
on 05 Jul 1823. The canons and vicars present are also listed.

PR/LH

sub-series

Lyme and Halstock
Documents relating to the prebend Lyme and Halstock in Dorset.

1191-1824
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11 Jun 1823

PR/LH/1

item

PR/LH/2

item

Suit Between Hubert Bishop of Sarum and William Abbot of Sherborne Concerning the Prebend of
Sherborne and the Land of Kingston
A suit had been moved between Hubert Bishop of Sarum and the Cathedral, and William abbot of
Sireb[urn] [Sherborne] and the convent there, by authority of an apostolic mandate. It concerned the
prebend of Syreburne [Sherborne] and the land of Kingeston [Kingston] which was said to have been
granted to the Cathedral as a prebend, and also the residence. An amicable settlement was made
between the abbot and convent and the proctors of Hubert Bishop of Sarum, namely Jordan dean of
Sarum, H abbot of Reading,Bartholomew and Symon de Scal[.]. Accordingly the said abbot and convent
granted to Bishop Hubert and his successors and the Cathedral the churches of Lim and Halgestoke [Lyme
and Halstock] forever with all their appurtenances, with the advowson and all other rights which they
had, to be one prebend. The Bishop's proctors, having observed the poverty and need of the monastery of
Sherborne granted to the abbot and convent all the profits and advantages of the churches of Stapelbrige
and Stoke, when they became vacant, saving reasonable support for perpetual vicars and episcopal
customs. Meanwhile the abbot and convent could take from the church of Stapelbrige 100s annually until
it became vacant, and when the church of Coriscumbe [Corscombe] became vacant, they could take
annually two marks, saving the episcopal customs. The proctors released to the said abbot and convent
the suit (part of the left edge of the document is missing; up until this point the transcription on pp.50-51
of Rev. W. Dunn Macray (ed.), Salisbury Charters and Documents (1891) has been used; following this
point the translation may not be quite correct due to missing words) moved against them, granting them
the said prebend of Sherborne and the land of [?Kingston], which they controlled. And the proctors
ordained that the abbot of Sherborne and his successors were [alternatively were not? - text missing]
bound to keep residence in the Cathedral for the said prebend while they had a vicar there. In testimony
the document was sealed with the seals of H Bishop of Sarum, the seal of the chapter, and the seals of
the abbot and convent of Sherborne. Also the seals of the four proctors. Made in the Chapter House of
Sarum. The witnesses were Reginald Bishop of Bath, Walter abbot 'de Fulgeriis', William and Azo
archdeacons, Vincent, Jordan, John de Cernai, Geoffrey de Osteilli, Ernilio, William de [Pottern], William
monk of Cerne, Adam, Walter de Wicton, Roger clerk of Stapelbrige.
Charter Granting the Churches of Lyme and Halstock to the Cathedral
William abbot of Sireb[urn] [Sherborne] and the convent there grants to Hubert Bishop of Sarum and his
successors and the cathedral the churches of Lim and Halgestok [Lyme and Halstock] forever with their
appurtenances, advowsons and all other rights, to become a prebend of the cathedral. Given 1191, 8 Ides
of June in the Chapter House of Sarum. The witnesses were Reginald Bishop of Bath, W[alter] abbot 'de
Fulgeriis', master Roger, Thomas the chaplain of St Edward, master John de Cernai, master Hervey,
Geoffrey parson of Bradeford, Roger parson of [?Staplebridge], master Adam and Walter de Wictona. See
PR/LH/3.
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6 Jun 1191

6 Jun 1191

PR/LH/3

item

Charter Granting the Churches of Lyme and Halstock to the Cathedral
Copy of PR/LH/2 (not identical).

6 Jun 1191

PR/LH/4

item

6 Jun 1191

PR/LH/5

item

Charter Granting the Churches of Lyme and Halstock to the Cathedral
William abbot of Sireb[urn] [Sherborne] and the convent there voluntarily give, concede and with this
present charter confirm to Hubert Bishop of Sarum and his successorrs and the Cathedral the churches of
Lim and Halegest[ock] [Lyme and Halstock] with all their appurtenances and every right which they had
in them to be made into a single prebend in the Cathedral forever. Since the said churches were not yet
vacant, he promises every year until the church of Lyme is vacant to pay 100s from his treasury to the
canon to whom the said church is assigned, at the four terms of the year, until the church ceases to be
vacant. Made in the Chapter House. The witnesses were Reginald Bishop of Bath, Walter abbot 'de
Fulgeriis' William archdeacon of Dorset, Azo archdeacon of Sarum, Vincent, Reginald Wilt[.], 'Ernisio',
John de Cernai, Jordan de Winterburna, William de Pot[tern], Roger clerk of Sireb[urn], Geoffrey de
Osteli, Thomas de St [Edward], Thomas de Kelest[.], Master Fulger, and Walter de Wightourn, Peter and
Samson chaplains, and Adam and Herbert clerks. The reverse of the document is marked 'Charta
Duplicat'.
Surrender of the Churches of Lyme and Halstock by William Archdeacon of Dorset
Surrender by William Archdeacon of Dorset of the churches of Lim and Halgestoke [Lyme and Halstock],
which were assigned as a prebend and appointed to Simon son of Robert. William Archdeacon of Dorset
voluntarily and by the authority of H Bishop of Sarum surrenders the archidiaconal right which he held in
those churches and their appurtenances to the said Simon and his successors forever. Thus Simon and his
successors would have no further responsibility to the archdeacon apart from paying Peter’s Pence.
Enacted in the Chapter House. The witnesses were H Bishop of Salisbury, Jordan the dean, Walter the
precentor, Baldwin the chancellor, Raim[?und] the treasurer, Geoffrey Archdeacon of [?Berkshire],
William Archdeacon of Wiltshire, Humphrey Archdeacon of Sarum, Wimund the sub dean, John the
succentor, Simon de Scal[.], John de Bridiport, Robert de Bella Fago, Philip de Havekeschirch[.], William
de Cicester, Robert de Linc[.], William de Wamberga and Jocelin his brother, Jocelin archdeacon of
[Chichester], Roger de Basing[.], Robert de Valeines and Thomas de Lond[on].
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c1191

PR/LH/6

item

Charter of Hubert Bishop of Sarum Releasing the Churches of Lyme and Halstock from the Jurisdiction of
the Archdeaconry of Dorset
Charter of Hubert Bishop of Sarum releasing the churches of Lim and Halgestoka [Lyme and Halstock] in
the archdeaconry of Dorset, which had been made a prebend of Salisbury Cathedral. At the insistence of
William archdeacon of Dorset they released the churches and their appurtenances from the jurisdiction of
the archdeaconry of Dorset. And the Bishop confirmed the churches to Simon son of Robert canon of that
prebend and his successors with all its archidiaconal rights and liberties. The witnesses were Jordan dean
of Salisbury, Walter the precentor, Bald[win] the chancellor, Raim[?und] the treasurer, William
archdeacon of Wilt[shire], Geoffrey archdeacon of [Berkshire], Humphrey archdeacon of Sarum, Wimund
the subdean, John the succentor, Robert de Bella Fago, Simon de Scal[.], Joscelin archdeacon of
[Chicester], Hugh Bunet, William de Cicest[er], Philip de Havekeschirch, William de Wamberga and
Joscelin his brother, John de Brideport, Robert de Linces, Roger de Basingham, Thomas de Lond[on]. In
the Chapter House.

1191-1193

PR/LH/7

item

Resignation by Henry Abbot of Sherborne
Resignation by H[enry] Abbot of Sireburn [Sherborne] and the convent there to Robert Bishop of Salisbury
and the Chapter of all their rights in the churches of Staplebri[d]ge and Stokes (granted to William Abbot
of Sherborne and the convent by Hubert Bishop of Sarum and the Chapter in return for having granted the
churches of Lyme and Halstock to form a prebend in Salisbury Cathedral) saving the advowson of said
churches and ten marks annually from Staplebridge and six marks annually with a pint of honey and two
sheaves of the tithes of Lord Alexander formerly of Laverstock. Enacted in the year of grace 1238, 9
kalends of September. The document is badly stained and torn. See PR/LH/8 and pp.248-9 of Rev. W.
Dunn Macray (ed.), Salisbury Charters and Documents (1891).

24 Aug 1238

PR/LH/8

item

Resignation by Henry Abbot of Sherborne
Duplicate of PR/LH/7 (with some differences). This copy is in better condition.

24 Aug 1238

PR/LH/9

item

Arbitration Betwixt the Prebend of Lyme and Halstock and His Tenants
Arbitration between the Prebend of Lyme and Halstock, David Yale, and his tenants. A transcription is
available at T:\Library & Archive\Transcriptions. It concerns 'the righte title intereste and terme of yeres
of and in the saide p[re]bende of Lyme and Halstoke aforesaid wi[th] the appurtenn[a]c[es] in the said
County of Dorset w[hich] the said Will[ia]m Elesdon doth clayme to have for many yeres yet to come and
not expired'.

19 Nov 1575
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PR/LH/10

item

Mandate for Installation of Walter Curle to the Prebendary of Lyme
Mandate from George Archbishop of Canterbury ordering the installation of Walter Curle or his proctor to
the possession of the prebend or canonry of Lyme, having been presented by King James I, vacant by the
resignation of the last prebendary or canon.

2 Oct 1615

PR/LH/11

item

Appointment of Proctors by Walter Curle
Appointment by Walter Curle, Prebendary of Lyme, of William [……] and [?William] Martin as proctors for
installation to the prebend of Lyme. [The writing is in places faded and difficult to read].

3 Oct 1615

PR/LH/12

item

Mandate for Installation of Robert James Carr
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
Robert James Carr or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Lyme and Halstock,
vacant by the resignation of Charles Francis the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the
installation took place on 24 Jul 1819. It also lists the canons and vicars present.

23 Jul 1819

PR/LH/13

item

Mandate for Installation of Edward Fane
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
Edward Fane presented by King George IV (for this turn only) or his proctor to the possession of the
prebend or canonry of Lyme and Halstock vacant by the promotion of Robert James Carr the last
prebendary to the Bishopric of Chicester. The date of installation is given on the back as 31 Jul 1824.
Canons and vicars are also listed.

1 Jul 1824

PR/NE

sub-series

1674-1816

PR/NE/1

item

Netherbury in Ecclesia
Documents relating to the prebend of Netherbury in Ecclesia, also referred to as Netherbury and
Beaminster in 1291 (Lack).
Mandate for Installation of Richard Clayton
Mandate from Seth Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter, ordering the installation of Richard
Cleyton [Clayton] or his proctor to the possession of the prebend of canonry of Netherbury in Ecclesia
which was vacant.
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2 Feb 1674

PR/NE/2

item

Mandate for Installation of The Hon Frederick Pleydell-Bouverie
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
The Honorable Frederick Pleydell Boyverie [Pleydell-Bouverie] or his proctor to the possession of the
prebend or canonry of Netherbury in Ecclesia, vacant by the death of Edward Dawking the last
prebendary. The endorsement states that the installation took place on 31 Aug 1816. It also lists the
canons and vicars present.

29 Aug 1816

PR/NB

sub-series

Netherbury in Terra
Documents relating to the prebend of Netherbury in Terra in Dorset. Also known as Yondover.

1588 1812

PR/NB/1

item

A View of the Parsonages of Powerstock, [B/K]enton, Allvington and Whytchurch
Volume containing views of four parsonages belonging to the commons of the Dean and Chapter of the
Cathedral. Taken by Thomas Dylworth, canon resident and commoner. There is no mention of the
prebend on the document; however, since all of the listed parsonages are in Devon or Dorset and since
the document was housed with others from Netherbury and Netheravon it has been assumed that the
prebend here is Netherbury in Terra.

[11] Sep 1588

PR/NB/2

item

7-8 Aug 1626

PR/NB/3

item

Court of Survey with Court Baron
Court survey with court baron held there. A survey of tenants and their holdings. At the end is a list of
homage there. The prebend is named as Barnabas Holloway. The endorsement reads, 'Prebendae de
Netherbury in Terra. Terrarium.'
Mandate for Installation of John Taylor
Mandate from William Bishop of Salisbury to John Younger Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter, ordering
the installation of John Taylor or his proctor to the possession of the canonry or prebend of Netherbury in
Terra, vacant by the resignation of Samuel Dunster, the previous holder of office. Given in London.

PR/NB/4

item

Mandate for Installation of Herbert Hawes
Mandate from Charles Ekins canon residentiary and commissary appointed by John Bishop of Salisbury to
the Dean and Chapter, ordering the installation of Herbert Hawes or his proctor to the possession of the
prebend or canonry of Netherbury in Terra, vacant by the cession of Robert Morres the last prebendary.
The endorsement states that the installation took place on 20 June 1812. It also lists the canons and
vicars present.

30 May 1812

PR/NA

sub-series

Netheravon
Documents relating to the prebend of Netheravon in Wiltshire.

c1194-1719
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4 Jul 1720

PR/NA/1

item

Charter of Petronilla Countess of Leicester
Charter of P[etronilla] Countess of Leicester. She grants tithes of corn from her demesne in Netheraven
[Netheravon], to be taken not be acres reaped but by sheaves collected. Viz without a deduction of
expenses during the reaping. She urges the tenants of her demesne or of her son in that town to follow
her example in tithing the corn of their demesne by sheathes as the villeins did from their land: this is
how tithes should come to the church without a deduction of expenses. The witnesses are William and
Simon chaplains, Roger de Huma, Ralph Mallori, William de Clifton, Robert Saerdelawe, Robert the clerk
etc. See p.53 of Rev. W. Dunn Macray (ed.), Salisbury Charters and Documents (1891).

c1194

PR/NA/2

item

1649

PR/NA/3

item

An Abstract of Lease of Netheravon by the Committee
The full title is: 'An Abstract of the Lease predated unto [?us] this 26 of Decembe[r] 1649 of [the]
P[re]bend and Parsonage of Netherhaven [Netheravon] in C[ounty] Wilts[hire] by Mr Gabriel Pike the
p[re]sente Propriato[r] thereof w[hich] is to bee annexed unto o[ur] later S[ur]vey of [the] sayd
P[re]bend'.
Mandate for Installation of Isaac Walton
Mandate from Seth Bishop of Salisbury Cathedral to Thomas Pierce Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter,
ordering the installation of Isaac Walton or his proctor to the possession of the canonry or prebend of
Netherhaven [Netheravon], vacant by the resignation of Thomas Ward, who was the previous holder of
office. Given at Knightsbridge. Much of the lower half of the document is damaged by ink corrosion.

PR/NA/4

item

Mandate for Installation of John Laurence
Mandate from William Bishop of Salisbury to John Younger Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter, ordering
the installation of John Lawrence [Laurence] to the possession of the canonry or prebend of Netherhaven
[Netheravon], vacant by the death of Isaac Walton the last holder of office. Given in London.

22 Feb 1719

PR/PO

sub-series

Pottern
Documents relating to the prebend of Pottern in Wiltshire.

1375-1639
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8 Jan 1680

PR/PO/1

item

Accounts 1375-6
Accounts of Pottern for the years 1375-1376. The following information has been taken and translated
from the paper catalogue, as the item was too fragile to unroll safely and much of the text is missing or
obscured by staining: 'Compotus Walteri Whistle prepositi ibidem a festo Sciti Bertini anno regni regis
Edwardi tertii xlix usque festum Sciti Michaelis prox. seq. anno superdicto.' The accounts of Walter
[Hickes] [?reeve] there from the feast of Saint Bertinus (05 Sep) in the 49th year of the reign of King
Edward III until the next feast of Saint Michael (29 Sep) in the year following the above mentioned.
PR/PO/2 has 'Walter Hickes' - Whistle may be an error.

1375-1376

PR/PO/2

item

Accounts at Pottern 1395-6
Accounts of Pottern for the years 1395-1396. The start of the heading roughly translates as follows (some
text is missing or obscured by creases): The accounts of Walter Hickes [?prior] there from 18th Sep in the
19th year of the reign of King Richard II on the day on which [some text missing] John Bishop of Sarum
died and our Lord King [?committed himself to the Dean and Chapter as temporary guardian of the office
of bishop] for a short time until the 30th day of January next...

1395-1396

PR/PO/3

item

1424-1425

PR/PO/4

item

PR/PO/5

item

PR/PO/6

item

Accounts 1424-5
Accounts of the manor of Pottern for the years 1424-1425 [paper catalogue has ?by Roger Cr[onke]
reeve].
Accounts 1425-6
Accounts of Roger Hickes [?reeve] of the manor of Pottern for the years 1425-1426, from the feast of St
Michael (29 Sep) until 16th July. The paper catalogue states that this item was 'found in Pr. II.'
Accounts at Pottern 1491-2
Accounts of the manor of Pottern for the years [1491-1492]. The heading roughly translates as follows
(some is missing): the accounts of John Barlych [?reeve] from the feast of St Michael [in the 7th year of
Henry VII after the conquest] until the same feast in the following year [?by divine permission (suggestion
from paper catalogue)] of Thomas Langton Bishop of Sarum.
A Survey of the Leaseholds of the Manor of Pottern
The full title is: 'A Survey of the Leasholdes of the man[n]er of Potterne taken the 19th day of
Septem[ber] 1639.'

PR/PR

sub-series

Preston
Documents relating to the prebend of Preston in Dorset.

7 Mar 1622

PR/PR/1

item

Mr Thornborough's Admission to Residence
Admission of Edward Thornborough Prebendary of Preston in residence. According to the paper catalogue
this is a copy of a Chapter Act. Thomas Shuter is named (a public notary).

7 Mar 1622
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1425-1426
1491-1492

19 Sep 1639

PR/RA

sub-series

Ramsbury
Documents relating to the prebend of Ramsbury (olim Gillingham Major) in Wiltshire. See Lack under
Ramsbury for more information.
Mandate for Installation of Gilbert Burnet
Mandate from William Bishop of Salisbury to John Younger Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter, ordering
the installation of Gilbert Burnet or his proctor to the possession of the canonry or prebend of Gillingham
Major, vacant by the death of William Craig, the previous holder of office. Given in London. The
endorsement states that [the installation] was on 04 March 1720 in the Chapter House in the presence of
D Whitby, Mr Richard Eyre, Thomas Coker, F Eyre, Mr Game, Mr [.]erry and Mr Bampton. Also named are
Mr Talman and Mr Albert.

1289/1290, 1720

PR/RA/1

item

PR/RA/2

item

Bond for Sale of Corn of Beydon
Bond in 25 and a half marks. Walter called Maulle of Remmesbure [Ramsbury] and Richard de Wytendich,
clerks, principal debtors, and John called Bynnenhete and Alexander called de Holemere of Ramsbury ,
mainpernors of that debt, to Thomas de Brudeport [of Bridport] rector of the prebendal church of
Ramsbury, in 25 and a half marks for his corn of Beydon. 8 and a half marks were to be paid on the vigil
of the purification of Mary 1290, on the vigil of Easter next following, and on the vigil of St John the
Baptist next following on the penalty of 100s [?to the king]. The remainder of the document is largely
obscured by staining. Given at Ramsbury. The endorsement reads 'cauc[i]o vendic[i]onis bladi Beydon[?]'
(bond for the sale of the corn of Beydon).

[c1289/90]

PR/RU

sub-series

12 Oct 1671

PR/RU/1

item

Ruscomb
Documents relating to the prebend of Ruscomb in Berkshire. Also called Ruscomb Southbury, Rotescombe
or Rotescamp.
A Terrier or Survey of the Farme and Manor Belonging to the Prebend of Ruscombe Southbury
The full title is: 'A Terriar or Survey of the Farme [and] Manno[r] belonging to the Prebend of Ruscombe
Southbury lying in the Parish of Ruscombe and County of Berks taken and made the 12th day of Octob[er]
1671.' The Prebendary is named as John Selleck. The document is badly stained.

PR/SH

sub-series

Shipton
Documents relating to the prebend of Shipton in Oxfordshire.

1672-1809
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24 Feb 1720

12 Oct 1671

PR/SH/1

item

PR/SH/2

item

PR/SH/3

Mandate for Installation of Thomas Francis Wenman
Mandate from Bishop Shute [Barrington] to the Dean and Chapter of Sarum, ordering the installation of
The Honorable Thomas Francis Wenman Doctor of Laws and King's Professor in Civil Law at Oxford
University, or his proctor, to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Shipton, vacant by the death of
Robert Vansittart, the last holder of office.
Appointment of James Sterling Samber, John Honeywood and Herbert Randolph as Proctors for
Installation by Thomas Francis Wenman
Appointment by Thomas Francis Wenman of James Sterling Samber Subdean, John Honeywood Clerk and
Herbert Randolph Clerk as proctors for installation into the possession of the prebend or canonry of
Shipton.
Mandate for Installation of Joseph Phillimore
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
Joseph Phillimore King's Professor in Civil Law at Oxford University (presented by the Chancellor, Masters
and Scholars of the University) or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Shipton,
vacant by the death of French Laurence the last incumbent. The endorsement states that the installation
took place on 12 Dec 1809, by proxy. It also lists the canons and vicars present.

7 Jul 1789

7 Jul 1789

28 Nov 1809

PR/SH/4

item

Appointment of Edward Moore and James Evans asProctors for Installation by Joseph Phillimore
Appointment by Joseph Phillimore of Edward Moore and James Evans as his proctors for his installation
into the possession of the prebend or canonry of Shipton. Sealed by Joseph Phillimore.

7 Dec 1809

PR/SH/5

item

Appointment of Richard Kent as Proctor by Thomas Bouchier
Appointment by Thomas Bouchier prebendary of the prebend of Shipton under Whitchwood [Wychwood]
of Richard Kent subdean and prebendary as his proctor to take possession of his prebend.

5 Dec 1672

PR/SL

sub-series

Slape
Documents relating to the prebend of Slape, in the parish of Netherbury in Dorset.

1671 1766

PR/SL/1

item

Terrier of Slape Prebend
The full title is: 'A perfect Terrier of all [the] Lands [and] Revennues belonging to [the] Manno[r] of Slape
in [the] parish of Netherbury in [the] County of Dorset: belonging to Stephen Constable Clarke one of
[the] prebends of Sarum in [the] County of Wilts.'

10 May 1671
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PR/SL/2

item

Letter Concerning the Lease of the Manor of Slape
Letter from George Green, written from Crane Court Fleet Street, about the lease of the manor of Slape
as follows: 'Mr. Fox of Beamister in Dorset has sent me the Ingrossment of a Lease from you of the Manor
of Slape [and] I should be glad to know when it will be agreeable to you to be in Town to execute it [and]
whether you will call here or I must wait on you for that purpose. Mr. Fox has sent me up good bills for
220.[.], which is to be paid you as the Consideration for the Lease but I [am] desired to observe to you
that after the Lease is assigned [to] you it must be sent into the Country to have seizin del[ivered]
without which the Lease is of no Effect Therefore as this is a Trust Account the Trustees hope you will not
expect to Receive the money till the Letter is sent me of that being done but in such Case the Witnesses
to your Execution of the Deed should sign a paper signifying that no consideratio[n] was paid at the time
of executing the Deed [and] I will give you an Undertaking to deliver the bills sent up on 220 [.] [in] Cash
on receipt of advice of the Seizin being deliver[ed]. If thi[s] method is agreeable to you I can send a Clerk
[.........] on you at Chigwell with the Lease to execute [and] w[it]h my undertaking, if not agreeable I
should be glad to see you in Town at such time as you shall first by Letter appoint least I should be from
home. I am Sir Your most Obed[ient] [and] most Humble Serv[ant] Geo[rge] Green.' The endorsement
reads: 'Edward For[w]ard Son of Edward For[w]ard late of Axminster in County of Owon aged about 21
years, Thomas Cook Son of John Cook late of Beaminster in [the] County of Dorset aforesaid Gent
deceased aged about 9 Years [and] Ann Templeman Daughter of [.....]am Templeman of Dorchester
Gentleman aged about 9 Years. The letter is fragile and badly torn.

26 Aug 1766

PR/SL/3

item

2 Dec 1684

PR/SL/4

item

Mandate for Installation of Hananiah Gifford
Mandate from Seth Bishop of Salisbury to Thomas Peirce [Pierce] Dean of Salisbury Cathedral and the
Chapter, ordering the installation of Hanania [Hananiah] Gifford or his proctor to the possession of the
canonry or Prebend of Slape now vacant by the death of Stephen Constable, who was the previous holder
of office. Given at Knightsbridge near London.
Mandate for Installation of Henry Thorpe
Mandate from William Bishop of Salisbury to John Younger Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter, ordering
the installation of Henry Thorpe or his proctor to the possession of the canonry or prebend of Slape,
vacant by the death of John Green [?Thomas Green], the previous holder of office.

PR/ST

sub-series

Stratford
Documents relating to the prebend of Stratford near Salisbury.

1429-1818
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23 May 1720

PR/ST/1

item

PR/ST/2

item

PR/ST/3

item

PR/ST/4

item

PR/SR

sub-series

An Examination of the Lands in Stratford
The endorsement reads: Inquisitio Terrar[um] in Stratford sub viz. Cast. Hen. VI. 7o. The item is very
fragile and it was thought unfit for handling. As such, the following information has been copied from the
paper catalogue until the item has undergone conservation treatment: 'Copy of Inquisition ad quod
damnum, taken Sat. next after St. Mathias the Apostle, 7 H. VI: The inquisition was to be about whether
it would be to anyone's prejudice if Robert Brown, John Lok' and Oliver Dyngeley, clerks, were given
permission to give and assign lands (specified) at Stratford sub Castle and Great Woodford to the Dean
and Chapter of Salisbury.'
A Survey of the Manor House or Farme of Mawardens Court and a Survey of Lands and Tenements in
Stratford
A copy of the survey of Mawarden Court in the parish of Stratford-sub-castle, 'late p[ar]cell of the
possessions orlate belonging to the late Deane [and] Chapter'. There is also a survey of lands and
tenements in Stratford, 'late p[ar]cell of the possessions or late belonging to the late Subchanter'. The
endorsement reads, 'Mawarden's Court Copie of Parliam[ent] [......] Capt Pitt.'
Mandate for Installation of Thomas Davies
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
Thomas Davis [Davies] or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Stratford, vacant by
the cession of Henry Woodcock, the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the installation took
place on 01 Oct 1818. It also lists the canons and vicars present.
Agreement About Exchange of Lives in a Lease
The Dean and Chapter had on the same date granted to Mallett Halswell gent of Charlinch, his heirs and
assigns in the county of Somerset the manor, lordship and parsonage or chapel of Stratford in the county
of Wilts, for the lives of Anne Bowerman wife of Andrew Bowerman clerk, Andrew Bowerman, and James
Younge son of John Younge Dean of Winchester [?for] (text is faded) 36 pounds. The parties agree that if
Mallett Halswell, his heirs, executors and assigns at any time within five years decide to [?exchange] any
of the three lives that the Dean and Chapter upon request of Mallett, his heirs or assigns and surrender of
the interest of the lease within five years would demise and grant the premises unto Mallett and his heirs
or assigns for the term of two of [the lives] (text missing) above mentioned and the life of one other
person to be nominated in the place of the life to be exchanged without any other consideration.

26 Feb 1429

Stratton
Documents relating to the prebend of Stratton in Dorset.

1598 1824
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Mar 1649

28 Sep 1818

23 Jan 1629

PR/SR/1

item

Mandate for Installation of Jacob Gardiner
Mandate from Alexander Bishop of Sarum to Richard Bayly [Baylie] Dean of Salisbury Cathedral and the
Chapter there, ordering the installation of Jacob Gardiner [named in Lack and elsewhere as James - it has
been assumed that this is the same person] domestic chaplain of the Duke of Monmouth, who was
presented by King Charles II, or his proctor to the possession of the canonry and prebend of Straton
[Stratton] vacant by the death of John Harwood [Harward] the previous canon and prebendary.

3 Feb 1665

PR/SR/2

item

Mandate for Installation of Philip Fisher
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter, ordering the installation of Philip Fisher
or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Stratton, vacant by the death of Benjamin
Pye, the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the installation took place on 23 Apr 1808. It also
lists the canons and vicars present.

4 Apr 1808

PR/SR/3

item

Mandate for Installation of Thomas Alfred Harris
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter, ordering the installation of Thomas
Alfred Harris or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Stratton, vacant by the cession
of Philip Fisher, the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the installation took place on 07 Apr
1810. It also lists the canons and vicars present.

21 Mar 1810

PR/SR/4

item

7 Jan 1824

PR/SR/5

item

PR/SR/6

item

Mandate for Installation of John Still
Mandate from John Salter appointed by John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter, ordering the
installation of John Still or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Stratton, vacant by
the death of Thomas Alfred Harris, the last prebendary. 25 Sep 1824 is written on the back, which was
the date of installation. Canons and vicars are also listed.
Mandate for Installation of Walter Benet
This item is badly damaged and faded, but appears to be a mandate [from Henry Cotton Bishop of
Salisbury] to John [Gordon Dean] ordering the installation of Walter Benett [Benet] to the possession of
the canonry or prebend of Stratton. The document has been badly repaired and is also annotated in a
later hand.
Appointment of Edward Thistlethwayte, Jonathan Hill and Theophilus Dyer as Proctors by Gregory
Hascard
A statement from Gregory Hascard dean of the collegiate or royal free chapel at Windsor Castle and of
the collegiate church of Wolverhampton, a member of the convocation of the clergy in Parliament, one of
his Majesty's chaplains in ordinary, and a prebendary of the prebend of Stratton. He states that a citation
was affixed to the stall belonging to his prebend summoning him to appear before the dean and chapter
of Salisbury on Monday 14 Dec between nine and twelve to answer questions on his prebend, and appoints
Edward Thistlethwayte, Jonathan Hill and Theophilus Dyer public notaries and proctors of the consistory
court of Sarum to be his proctors.
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30 Mar 16[14]

1 Dec 1696

PR/SR/7

item

Summary of Events Concerning Gregory Hascard Prebendary of Stratton
The text roughly translates as follows: on 26 Nov 1673 Dr Hascard prebendary of Stratton was ordered by
a citation fixed to his stall in the choir to appear before the locum tenens of the Dean and Chapter to
answer about the [?]demission ('Demissione'] of a seal, and about a given portion for the repair of the
choir. On 11 Apr 1674 the said Dr Hascard appeared and made the following apology. He said that there
was no copy or note of that statute made before the demission was signed. He approved of the justice of
the statute and would observe it to the best of his ability. Although he signed it, he would rescind that
indenture and make a new document. The final sentence is in English: 'He had formerly promised both to
Dr Lambert [and] Dr Hill, which promise he renewed also before us, That he would give Bond of 200 or
300 L to rescind [the] Lease, if it should be required of him'. A note on the back of PR/SR/7 refers to
'Dimissionu[m] Charta...'. A transcription of this document is available at T:\Library &
Archive\Transcriptions.
[Installation to the Stalls of Stratton and Subdean]
The document is badly torn and creased, and much of the writing is faded. It is therefore very difficult to
read in places. Conservation work will be required for the text to be read in more detail. One side of the
document refers to the installation of Egidio Th[urnbuergh] [Giles Thornburgh] to the stall of the subdean
in March 1598. It mentions John Bridges Dean, William [S]ouche [Souch] Precentor, the Archdeacon and a
canon residentiary. The reverse refers to the installation of John T[?arpsaye] [Torksey] to the stall of the
prebend of Stratton in March 1599. It refers to John Bridges Dean of Salisbury, William [S]ouche [Souch]
Precentor and Thomas Hyde Chancellor. Also Abraham [missing text] canon residentiary. This was
previously in a bundle of 'very miscellaneous papers, decayed and mutilated'. (It has been assigned to this
sub-series until more of the text can be read, at which point it might be catalogued elsewhere.)

[1674]

PR/SR/8

item

PR/TE

sub-series

Teynton Regis
Documents relating to the prebend of Teynton Regis in Devon. Lack states that it is 'sometimes described
as Teynton Regis cum Yalmeton et Preston…Serlo, "Collector of Devon", gave the churches of
Kingsteignton Harberton, East Allington and West Allington to the cathedral. This was confirmed by Pope
Eugenius III in 1146 when the church of Kenton was added. In c.1226, the prebend consisted of the church
of Kingsteignton with the chapel of highweek and the church of East Allington with a chapel.'

1217 1681

PR/TE/1

item

Grant by Richard Bishop of Salisbury
Grant by Richard Bishop of Salisbury to the common fund of the Chapter of the prebend of Teintune
[Teynton] after the death of Martin de Pateshull who was his successor to the prebend, which was rich in
property and profits at 60 marks a year, for the use of the residentiary canons. '19' is written at the
bottom.

1217-1229
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1598-1599

PR/TE/2

item

PR/TE/3

item

Ordinance of William Bishop of Exeter Concerning the Prebend of Teynton
Ordinance of William Bishop of Exeter, having inspected the indulgence of Pope Honorius III granted to
the Bishop of Salisbury and the chapter there concerning the prebend of Teington [Teynton], with the
consent of the chapter of Exeter and also of R Bishop of Salisbury and the chapter there, patrons of the
said prebend. He ordained that the church of Teynton with the chapel of Teniguewike and the church of
Calumton with its chapel and all goods belonging to said churches and chapels would comprise the
prebend. And the Bishops of Salisbury if it was vacant would collate to it as patrons. Provided that the
person collated was represented to the bishops of Exeter and instituted by them, saving competent
vicars. The churches of Kenton and Alfinton with their chapels and goods and the tithes of Evetruwe
[?Heavitree] would go to the perpetual use of the common fund of Salisbury Cathedral, saving competent
vicars. And the church of Hurberton with its chapels and profits would go to the perpetual use of the
daily distribution of the canons of Exeter, in recompense for the damage suffered by it from the above
grant. See PR/TE/3.
Memorandum of Ordinance by William Bishop of Exeter Concerning the Prebend of Teynton
Memorandum of ordinance made by William Bishop of Exeter having inspected the indulgence granted by
Pope Honorius III to the Bishop of Salisbury and the chapter there concerning the prebend of Teinton
[Teynton]. With the mediation of Giles archdeacon of Berksire [Berkshire] and [?N] subdean of Salisbury,
proctors of the Bishop and chapter of Salisbury, patrons of the said prebend, he ordained that the church
of Teynton with the chapel of Teignewik and the church of Calmintone and its chapel and all the goods
belonging to said churches and chapels would become a prebend, and the Bishops of Salisbury if it was
vacant would collate as patrons. Provided that the person collated was represented and instituted, saving
competent vicars. The churches of Kenton and Alfintone with their chapels and profits, and tithes of
Evetre [?Heavitree] would go to the perpetual use of the common fund of Sarum, saving competent
vicars. And the church of Hurbretone would go to the common fund of Exeter in recompense for the
damage suffered by the church of Exeter from the above grant. See PR/TE/2.
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c1235

c1235

PR/TE/4

item

PR/TE/5

item

Installation of Stephen de Gurnville as Precentor
Installation by R[obert] Dean of Salisbury of Stephen de [?]Gurumvile [Gurunville] as precentor of the
Cathedral with the prebend of Teynton attached and the assignment to him of a place in chapter, in
response to a mandate from W[alter] Bishop of Salisbury after the precentorship became vacant by the
death of Andrew, given at Wodeford, 14 kalends of May 1270 (18 Apr). Saving to the Dean and Chapter of
Salisbury the churches of Kenton and Alfynton with their chapels and profits, and also the tithes of
Evertrowe [?Heavitree], and saving to the chapter of Exeter the church of Hurberton with its chapels and
profits. This was contained and confirmed in the ordinance made by the authority of the Apostolic See.
The prebend of Teynton consisted of the church of Teynton wih the chapel of Teyngewyke and the church
of Calumton with its chape and all goods belonging to the said churches and chapels. The installation was
given at the first hour of the day, 14 kalends of May in the above year. This document was given at
Salisbury, 13 kalends of May (19 Apr). '119' is written at the bottom.
Decree of William de Cornere Regarding Confirmation of the Limitation of the Prebend of Teynton
Confirmation by William de la Cornere [Corner], chaplain of the Pope, of the limitation of the prebend of
Teynton in the church of Salisbury, the prebend which recently Andrew the precentor held, at the
ordinance of the former bishops of Exeter and Sarum. The prebend consisted of the church of Teynton in
the Diocese of Exeter with the chapel of Therngnewyke and the church of Calminton [Calumton] with its
chapel and all the goods which belonged to the said churches and chapels [?and was in the free collation
of Bishop W[alter] of Sarum]. Promised by William in the presence of Robert Dean, Walter treasurer,
Constant' [?Constantine] archdeacon of Subbur' [?Sudbury], Walter de Merton, Stephen de Gurmervile
[Gurunvile], John de Middleton, Hugh de Cotes, Laurence de Hakeborne and William de la Wyle canons of
Sarum. Given at London. '(30)' is written at the bottom.
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19 Apr 1270

7 May 1270

PR/TE/6

item

Inquisition Concerning the Value of the Church of Huberton
Response to a mandate of Bishop Walter of Exeter for an inquisition to be made by the archdeacon of
Totton (or Totnes) concerning the tenths and other goods of the church of Huberton. J archdeacon of
Totton accepts the mandate of Bishop Walter of Exeter concerning the portions etc of the chuch of
Teynton and all other churches which were once held by Andrew de Lavanna [of Lavagna] precentor of
Salisbury. Given at Chudeham on the day of St Boniface in the 13th year of his consecration. By authority
of which mandate the archdeacon caused an inquisition to be made about the value of the tithes of the
church of Hurberton, in full chapter of Totton in the church of Totton on the Thursday after the Nativity
of St John (ie the 26 Jun, as the 24 Jun was a Tuesday), by Richard vicar of Brent[on], the dean of
Totton, Adam rector of the church of Aveton, William parson of Dupeford, Thomas vicar of [?Rattru],
Peter vicar of Totton, Peter vicar of Dene, Wawa[?num] vicar of Bucfestre, Roger vicar of Huberton,
William vicar of Tonstall[.], Richard de Stokys and John de [?D]idesham chaplains. There is then a
detailed description and valuation. In witness of the above the archdeacon sends his letters patent to the
bishop. Given at Exeter on the Feast of Saints Peter and Paul. '(6)' is written at the bottom.

29 Jun 1270

PR/TE/7

item

30 Jun 1270

PR/TE/8

item

Inquisition Concerning the Church of Teynton
Response to a mandate of Bishop Walter of Exeter by J archdeacon of Totton (or Totnes). The archdeacon
accepts the mandate of the bishop concerning the portions etc of the chuch of Teynton and all other
churches which were once held by Andrew de Lavanna [of Lavagna] precentor of Salisbury. Given at
Chudeham on the day of St Boniface in the 13th year of his consecration. By authority of which mandate
the archdeacon caused an inquisition to be made in full chapter of Morton at Kingteton on Wednesday the
morrow of St John the Baptist [24 Jun 1270 was a Tuesday], by P dean of Morton, T rector of the church
of Jayford, R de Teynton and S de [H]anot vicars, brother R proctor of the rector of the church of
Sudboni, E de Maneton, J de Morton, R de Sudboni, W de Teyngewyke and J de Teynton chaplains. There
is then a detailed description and valuation of the rectory and vicarage of Teynton. In witness of the
above the archdeacon sends his letters patent to the bishop. Given at Exeter on the morrow of the Saints
Peter and Paul.
Charter of the Prebend of Teynton
Copies of two charters. The first is a charter re the prebendal church of Teinton [Teynton] with the
churches and chapels and their appurtenances. William [Bruere - Bruere, Briewer or Brivere] Bishop of
Exeter (1224-44) ordains that Teynton with its chapel of Teing[ni]wike and church of Ealminton with its
chapel etc shall be prebendal. See pp.171-2 of I135 where the charter is dated as c1226. The second is a
charter in which Baldwin Earl of Exeter [Devon] orders his son Richard de Redvers to secure the churches
of Teintone [Teynton] etc to the church of Salisbury. Baldwin de Redvers was the first Earl of Devon. See
p.21 of Salisbury Charters and Documents, where the charter is dated as c1150.
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23 Apr 1662

PR/TE/9

item

Terrier of the Manor of Yelhampton
A terrier of the manor of Yelhampton in the prebend of Teynton Regis. The heading reads: 'A Survey
giving in to Mr Gabriel Thistlethwayte Prebendary of Kings-Teynton in the County of Devon by Thomas
Cooke Clerke.' Lists the names of tennants copyholders, with number of acres held and rent payable. At
the bottom of the document it is stated that 'Mr Cooke hath onely the fines and Casualtyes and granting
the estates of the said Mannour but the rents are payable to Mr Pollu[psen]'.

10 May 1671

PR/TE/10

item

10 May 1671

PR/TE/11

item

Terrier of the Manor of Preston
A terrier of the manor of Preston in the prebend of Teynton Regis. The heading reads: 'A Survey giving in
to Mr Gabriel Thistlethwayte Prebendary of Kings Teinton in the County of Devon by Thomas Cooke
Clerke'. Lists leaseholders, freeholders and copyholders. At the bottom of the document it is stated that
'The Custome of this Manno[r] is Two lives [and] a widdowes estate The Tenn[an]ts have noe Copyes
although their estates are Copyhold'.
Mandate for Installation of Thomas Ward
Mandate from Seth Bishop of Salisbury to Thomas Peirce [Pierce] Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter,
ordering the installation of Thomas Ward or his proctor to the possession of the canonry or prebend of
Teynton Regis cum Yalmton [et] Preston (alternative name for Teynton Regis) vacant by the death of
Gabriel Thistlethwait [Thistlethwayt], who was the previous holder of office.

PR/TO

sub-series

Torleton
Documents relating to the prebend of Torleton, also called Tarlton or Torlington, in Gloucestershire.

1612-1814

PR/TO/1

item

Terrier of Torleton
Terrier of the lands and tenements belonging to the prebend of 'Tarlton' (Torleton), 'beinge the Corps of
the Reverend John Gandy Dr in Divinity One of the prebendaryes'. Dated 22 May 1671.There are notes
about the terrier on the reverse in a different hand: 'To [the] Prebendaryes of Torleton successively Jo[hn] Stubbes [the] present incumbent [………] as followeth in correction of this paper called a Terr[ie]r.
This paper is partly a Terr[ie]r as it sets forth [the] measure or quantity of [the] Lands [and] is partly an
Estimate as it setteth forth [the] Valuation or quality of [the] Lands but in both respects defective...'
Endorsed by John Stubbs, 04 June 1694.

1671-1694

PR/TO/2

item

Mandate for installation of William Harward
Mandate of Henry Bishop of Salisbury to John Gordon Dean of Salisbury Cathedral and the Chapter there,
ordering the installation of William Harward or his proctor to the possession of the canonry and prebend
of Torleton, vacant on the resignation of John Ebden, the previous canon and prebendary.

17 Sep 1612
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23 Jan 1681

PR/TO/3

item

Mandate for Installation of George Frederick Nott
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
George Frederick Nott or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Torleton, void by the
death of Browne Grisdale the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the installation took place on
29 Oct 1814. It also lists the canons and vicars present.

6 May 1814

PR/UF

sub-series

Ufcomb
Documents relating to the prebend of Ufcomb (olim Bedwin).

1675-1823

PR/UF/1

item

Mandate for Installation of Frederick Browning
Mandate from Thomas Rennell (vicar of Kensington) commissary appointed by John Bishop of Salisbury to
the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of Frederick Browning or his proctor to the
possession of the prebend or canonry of Uffculmbe [Ufcomb] vacant by the death of John Frederick
Browning the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the installation took place on 27 December
1823. The canons and vicars present are also listed.

3 Sep 1823

PR/UF/2

item

Bond from James Holway to the Dean and Chapter for Payment to the Vicar of Ufcomb
James Holway of Goodleigh in the county of Devon bound to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury for 50
pounds to be paid to the Dean and Chapter, their attorney, successors or assigns. The condition was that
James Holway, his heirs, executors, administrators or assigns would pay to Richard Matthew vicar of the
parish of Ufculme [Ufcomb] in the county of Devon and to his successors the sum of 50 pounds yearly in
such manner as was expressed to be paid in and by a pair of indentures of the same date made between
Thomas Clarke prebendary of Ufcomb and James Holway. Signed and sealed by James Holway in the
presence of Bernard Pratt, Richard Sommersby and Thomas Davy. (Some of the writing is obscured by
insect damage or tears). The endorsement reads, 'A Bond to [the] Dean [and] Chap[ter] of Sarum, for
paym[ent] of 50l [for] An Augmentation to [the] vicar of Ufcomb. May 27 1675.'

28 May 1675

PR/WA

sub-series

Warminster
Documents relating to the prebend of Warminster in Wiltshire.

1215-1671

47

PR/WA/1

item

PR/WA/2

item

PR/WA/3

item

Settlement of a Dispute Concerning Land in Warminster
Indenture referring to the settlement of a dispute. (Part of the text is obscured by staining). A[dam] dean
of Salisbury and the Chapter announce that a dispute arose between Peter Pikot [Picot] canon of the
Cathedral and Godefride [Godfrey] son of Osbert of Wereminster [Warminster] and Agnes his wife [who
was daughter of] Simon 'Carpentarii' [the carpenter] concerning a virgate of land in Warminster with its
appurtenances, which the forementioned Peter said belonged to his prebend of Warminster, whilst
Godfrey and Agnes maintained otherwise, (words missing) [because/that they owed for the said land] the
annual rent of one pound of pepper. At last an amicable settlement was made thus: the said Godfrey and
Agnes [words missing] recognising the right of the said prebend would return to the said canon a third of
the said virgate of land with all its appurtenances for him and its successors, whilst the canon granted to
the said Godfrey and Agnes that they and their heirs would hold two parts of the said virgate of land with
[?its profits] and all its appurtenances, and they would [?pay] two shillings to Peter and his successors at
the four terms of the year. 'Teste capitulo' is written in a larger hand at the bottom.
Agreement Between T [Maudit] and Peter Picot
Final agreement [probably not a final concord] between T Ma[uditt] and P[eter] Pikot [Picot] canon of the
prebend of Warminster. [T] granted that Peter, his heirs and all their men would be free from all suits
and pleas and of his hundred court forever, and they would have common right of pasture in 'la Bruere'.
He granted that their principal [tenants] would be free from tolls in the town of Warminster, but all
tenants of those men would pay tolls. And the said men and their tenants would pay stallage. The said
canon and his successors would have their own [tithing and tithingmen] and he may put his sheepfold
wherever he wants on his land. There are then further details about sheep and the use of land, etc.

1215-1220

Final Concord Between Robert Foliot and William Thuresteyn
Final concord in the King's court at Wilton on the morrow of the Ascension, before Henry de Bathan [a
Henry de Bathan was justice of the common-pleas in the time of Henry III - see P Rapin de Thoyras, The
History of England Vol 4 Part 2 (London, 1747)], Alan de Wasand, William de Wilton, Reginald de
Cobeham and William le Briton justices itinerant, and others. Between Robert Foliot, canon of Salisbury,
plaintiff, and William Thuresteyn tenant, concerning a messuage in Werminister [Warminster].
Acknowledgement of the great assize was [?summoned] between them in that court as follows. The said
William should acknowledge that the said messuage belonged to Robert and the Cathedral as the
principal messauge of the said prebend in Warminster, and return it to him in the same court and
quitclaim it. In return Robert gave the said William 40 shillings.

14 May 1249
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1226-1232

PR/WA/4

item

[Dispute between the Dean and Chapter and Richard Vicar of Warminster]
This item is badly faded and stained, and thus very difficult to read. It is endorsed 'Tangit Dec et Cap in
cancello Eccl[es]iae De Warmister. It seems to record a dispute between the Dean and Chapter and
Richard, late vicar of Warminster over repairs to the chancel, binding of books, vestments etc. Twenty
marks sterling is mentioned. The document is addressed to Walter de Chiltenham reeve of the church of
St Edmund of Salisbury, [?and ...] rector of the church of Tollepudle. Robert, Bishop of Salisbury is
mentioned (perhaps Robert Wyvil). This item may be related to PR/WA/6.

PR/WA/5

item

Grant to Robert de Luffenham
This item is faded and difficult to read. It appears to be an indenture whereby the locum tenens of the
Dean and Chapter grants to their fellow canon Robert de Luffenham archdeacon and canon of Sarum, of
the church of Weremynyster [Warminster], powers associated with the commons of the canons (this part
is faded - the paper catalogue suggests 'grant...for the augmentation of the commons of the canons'),
?grazing it and paying yearly 50 [?marks] sterling. The said Master Robert was bound to maintain the
buildings/houses (domos) of the said church of Warminster, the walls and close, at his own expense in as
good a condition as they were received. Seals belonging to the archdeacon and Chapter were appended
(?the seal of the archdeacon was appended to the part of the indenture remaining in the possession of
the Chapter and the seal of the Chapter was appended to the part remaining in the possession of the
archdeacon). Given at Sarum in the Chapter House.

3 Dec 1334

PR/WA/6

item

Dispute Between the Dean and Chapter and Richard Atte Hulle
This document records the pronouncement of Peter de Wymborne reeve of the church of Salisbury St
Edmund and commissary of Bishop Robert in a dispute concerning the repair of defects in the chancel,
books and other ornaments in the church of Wermonster [Warminster], which was pending between the
Dean and Chapter of Salisbury on the one part and Richard [Atte] Hulle perpetual vicar of the church of
Warminster on the other. The Dean and Chapter should not be compelled to pay for the said defects,
because (the reason is quoted and roughly equates to the following) according to the ordination of the
vicarage it was the obligation of the vicar. The said Richard was to repair the defects and pay 40 [marks]
sterling in nominal expenses to the Dean and Chapter. Given in place of consistory in the Cathedral. The
witnesses were John de Sarum, canon, Ivo de Marchia, ... de Brinford, William de Latton. Parts of the
document are faded and a section is missing from the bottom. This item may be related to PR/WA/4.

16 Jun 1345

PR/WA/7

item

Terrier of Warminster
The heading reads, 'A new [and] perfect Survey or Terrier made of all [and] singular [the] houses[,]
Lands, Meadow, Pasture ground, [and] rents to [the] Prebend or Farme of Warmister belonging now in
[the] tenure or occupation of Sarah Ludlow Widow.' The endorsement reads, '1669 Terrier of Warmist[er]
Corps. [ut] me by [D]r Watson. No. [10] 1672.'

1669
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14th century

PR/WA/8

item

Mandate for Installation of Richard Watson
Mandate from Alexander Bishop of Salisbury to Richard Bay[lie] Dean of Salisbury Cathedral and the
Chapter there, ordering the installation of Richard Wattson [Watson] or his proctor to the possession of
the prebend of Warmister [Warminster], vacant by the resignation of Richard Hyde the previous canon
and prebendary.
Mandate for Installation of Robert Hawkins
Mandate from Seth Bishop of Sarum to the Dean of Salisbury Cathedral and the Chapter, ordering the
installation of Robert Hawkins or his proctor to the possession of the canonry or prebend of Warminster
now vacant by the resignation of the previous holder of office [Richard Watson]. Given at London.

24 Mar 1665/6

PR/WA/9

item

PR/WA/10

item

Mandate for Installation of Paul Latham
Mandate from Seth Bishop of Sarum to Ralph Brideoake Dean of Salisbury Cathedral and the Chapter,
ordering the installation of Paul Lathom [Latham] to the possession of the canonry or prebend of
Warminster now vacant by the death of Robert Hawkins the previous holder of office. The writing is
obscured in several places by fading, ink corrosion or insect damage.

15 Aug 167[2]

PR/WW

sub-series

Wilsford and Woodford
Documents relating to the prebend Wilsford and Woodford, 'being called Woodford in 1187 and mainly
during the 12 c., although Wilsford in c.1270' (Lack).

1129 1811

PR/WW/1

item

Charter of the Earl of Chester to the Chapel of Wilsford
Earl [Ranulf] grants in free alms to the chapel of Wi[v/n]elesford [Wilsford] and Roger the succentor of
Sarum the tithes of his fee which Richard de Cruce used to hold and which Richard Pasturel holds of the
fee of the Earl of Lincoln, to be taken at the door of the grange: tithes of sheaves, full tithes of lambs
and piglets and all things which should be tithed.

1129-1153

PR/WW/2

item

Confirmation of Charter of Feoffment to Geoffrey Palefrey
Confirmation by Simon de Micham chancellor of Sarum, termor of the prebend of Wodeford [Woodford]
and Wyvelesford [Wilsford], of a charter of feoffment made to Geoffrey Palefrey recently deceased:
R[obert] dean of Salisbury and prebendary of Woodford and Wilsford (the prebendal church of Woodford
has four virgates of land, two in the town of Upper Woodford, which were held by Robert Betere and his
ancestors at an annual rent of sixteen shillings, and the other two were held by the said dean), wishing to
better the said prebend he granted the said two virgates to a man from the parish, namely Geoffrey
Palefrey, for twenty shillings a year. The said Geoffrey gave him twenty shillings as a fine. Given at
Salisbury on the day of St Matthew the Apostle [21 September] 1256. This grant is now confirmed by the
chancellor to the lawful man William Smalbach and Alice Betere [?widow] ('Relicte') of the said Geoffrey,
at the same annual rent. William and Alice gave him twenty shillings. Given at Salisbury, on the day
before the kalends of October [30 September] 1285.

30 Sep 1285
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6 Jan 1671

PR/WW/3

item

Mandate for Installation of John Moseley
Mandate from Robert Bishop of Sarum to John Gordon Dean of Salisbury Cathedral and the Chapter there,
ordering the installation of John Moseley or his proctor to the possession of the canonry and prebend of
Wiuelesford or Wilsford and Woodford, vacant by the resignation of Ralph [Smith] (obscured by insect
damage), the previous canon and prebendary.
Mandate for Installation of William Lloyd
Mandate from Seth Bishop of Salisbury to Ralph Brideoke [Brideoake] Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter,
ordering the installation of William Lloyd or his proctor to the possession of the canonry or prebend of
Woodford and Welford [Wilsford and Woodford] vacant by the death of the previous holder of office
[Thomas Gorges].
Mandate for Installation of William Ward
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
Wlliam Ward or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Wilsford and Woodford, vacant
by the death of John Brereton, the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the installation took
place 25 May 1811 in the vestry room of the Cathedral. It also lists the canons and vicars present.

1 Nov 1616

PR/WW/4

item

PR/WW/5

item

PR/WE

sub-series

Winterbourne Earls
Documents relating to the prebend of Winterbourne Earls (olim Rotesfen) in Wiltshire.

1612 1814

PR/WE/1

item

18 Mar 161[2]

PR/WE/2

item

Mandate for Installation of Henry Seward
Mandate from Henry Bishop of Sarum to John Gordon Dean of Salisbury Cathedral and the Chapter
ordering the installation of Henry Seward to the possession of the canonry and prebend of Winterborne
Earles [Winterbourne Earls], vacant by the death of Thomas Holland, who was canon and prebendary
there.
Mandate for Installation of Edward Pocock
[N.B. the left hand side of the document is damaged and some text is obscured]. Mandate from Seth
Bishop of Sarum to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury Cathedral, ordering the installation of Edward
Pococke [Pocock] or his proctor to the possession of the canonry or prebend of Winterborne Comitis
[Winterbourne Earls], vacant by the death of John Gurgany, the previous holder of office.

PR/WE/3

item

Mandate for Installation of John Salter
Mandate from John Bishop of Salisbury to the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury, ordering the installation of
John Salter or his proctor to the possession of the prebend or canonry of Winterborne [Winterbourne]
Earls vacant by the death of Humphrey Sumner the last prebendary. The endorsement states that the
installation took place on 16 Jul 1814. It also lists the canons and vicars present.

13 Jul 1814
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16 Dec 1667

27 Mar 1811

31 Aug 1675

PR/YA

sub-series

Yatesbury
Documents relating to the prebend of Yatesbury in Wiltshire.

1591-1678

PR/YA/1

item

29 Jan 1591

PR/YA/2

item

PR/YA/3

item

Appointment of Proctors by Richard Mulcaster
Richard Mulcaster prebendary of the canonry and prebend of Yattesbury [Yatesbury] appoints Thomas
Curtis and (the writing is badly faded) John [?Rendall] and John … as proctors for installation to the
possession of the canonry and prebend of Yatesbury.
Mandate for Installation of John Martin
Mandate by the Bishop Seth's commissary John [?Prianly] for the installation of John Martin as prebendary
of Yatisbury [Yatesbury] following the resignation of Daniel Whitby. Ralph Brideoake is also mentioned.
The endorsement reads, 'Dr Priant[u], Com[m]iss[ary] for Mr Martin Preb[endary] of Yatsbury. Dec. 21.
68'.
Mandate for Installation of John Fielding
Mandate from Seth Bishop of Salisbury Cathedral to Thomas Pierce Dean of Salisbury Cathedral and the
Chapter, ordering the installation of John Fielding or his proctor to the possession of the canonry and
prebend of Yatesbury, vacant by the resignation of John Martin, who was the previous holder of office.

PR/YA/4

item

1 Oct 1668

PR/YA/5

item

Mandate for Installation of Daniel Whitby
Mandate from Seth Bishop of Salisbury Cathedral to Ralph Brideock [Brideoake] Dean of Salisbury
Cathedral and the Chapter, ordering the installation of Daniel Whitby or his proctor to the possession of
the canonry or prebend of Yatsbury [Yatesbury], vacant by the death of the previous holder of office
[Edward Gough].
Mandate for installation of Timothy Morton
Mandate from Seth Bishop of Salisbury Cathedral to Thomas Pieres [Pierce] Dean of Salisbury Cathedral
and the Chapter, ordering the installation of Timothy Morton or his proctor to the possession of the
canonry or prebend of Yatesbury now vacant by the resignation of Isaac Walton, who was the previous
holder of office. Given at Knight[s]bridg [Knightsbridge] near London.

PR/YP

sub-series

Yetminster Prima
Documents relating to the prebend of Yetminster Prima in Dorset, also known as Yetminster Superior, or
Overbury or Upbury (Lack).

1349 1720

PR/YP/1

item

Account Roll [1349]
Short roll of accounts [?of the reeve]for the year [13]49 for Yatministre [Yetminster], Whytefelde and
Wotton. The heading is faded. It is unclear whether the item belongs in this series, but with little
information available it was thought best to leave it with the items that it had previously been
catalogued alongside. It is unclear whether it relates to Yetminster Prima or Secunda; it has been
arbitrarily assigned to Yetminster Prima.

5 Sep 1349
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21 Dec 1668

3 Oct 1677

21 Jan 1678

PR/YP/2

item

Survey of Yetminster Prima
A true Terri[er] of [the] Prebend of Yatesmiste prima taken [and] made [the] 25 of July 1672 by [..]
Inhabitants there living [and] being...' The survey lists land, property, tenants and rent. It was signed in
the prresence of Richard Kent and John Daggle. The endorsement reads, 'A Terrier of the Prebend of
Yateminster 1627' (the date has been corrected by a later hand). The following is also written on the
reverse: '4 Octob[er] 1672 Dr Isaack Barow Terriar of Yatemister 1a.'

1672

PR/YP/3

item

Mandate for Installation of Martin Benson
Mandate from William Bishop of Salisbury to John Younger Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter, ordering
the installation of Martin Benson or his proctor to the possession of the canonry or prebend of Yatmister
[Yetminster] Prima, vacant by the resignation of John Colbatch, the previous holder of office. Given in
London.

17 May 1720

PR/YS

sub-series

9 Jun 1671

PR/YS/1

item

Yetminster Secunda
Documents relating to the prebend of Yetminster Secunda, also known as Yetminster Inferior, or
Southbury (see Lack).
Survey of Yetminster Secunda
A list of tenants, land or property, yearly values and rents. At the top is written, 'Yetmister Secunda
[also] Netherbury Prebend' [Yetminster Secunda]. The endorsement reads, 'Yetmister Survey for the
[Poor]. Doctor Thomas Hide att Queenes Colledge. Oxon'. See PR/2 and CH/11/1668, particularly
CH/11/1668/33 - around 1668-1670 prebendaries were required to bring terriers or statements on the
value of their prebends to Pentecostal Chapters. This item may be related.

PR/1

sub-series

Citation Mandates

PR/1/1

item

PR/1/2

item

Citation Mandate to Prebendaries for Payment Towards the King's Visit
The item is difficult to read but appears to be a citation mandate from John Gordon the Dean of
Salisbury, possibly for prebendaries listed to pay towards the king's visit [King James I]. The prebendaries
are from Ilfracombe ([William] Camden), Grantham Australis ([William] Barsdale [Barkesdale]) and
Chesunbury [Chisenbury] and Chute ([Edward] Hutchins), with payments next to their names. Signed
'Andreas Mortimer', Chapter Clerk. This was previously in a bundle of 'very miscellaneous papers, decayed
and mutilated'.
Citation Mandate to Prebendaries for Payment Towards the King's Visit
Citation mandate from John Gordon the Dean of Salisbury for prebendaries listed to pay towards the
king's visit [King James I]. The prebendaries are Mody [Robert Moody] from Major Pars Altaris, Benjamin
Russell from Stratford, John Fennell from Yatmister [Yetminster] Secunda and Jonson [Richard Johnson]
from Preston. There are payments next to their names. Signed by 'Andreas Mortimer', Chapter Clerk.
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9 Jun 1671

28 Feb 1603

28 Feb 1603

PR/1/3

item

Citation Mandate to Thomas Busfield and Thomas Ivye
Citation mandate from William Soutch [Souch] President and Chapter to Thomas Busfield prebendary of
Yatmister [?Yetminster] and Grymshead [Grimston], and Thomas Ivy [Ivye] prebendary of Netherhaven
[Netheravon] concerning the contribution of a tenth part of their prebends towards expenses for the
reception of King James I. Signed by William Souche, Thomas Hyde, Abraham Conham, Thomas Paynter,
Edward Hutchins and Ralph Pickhavers [?Pickover].

6 Jun 1604

PR/1/4

item

Citation Mandate to Thomas Whyte
Citation mandate from John Gordon Dean and Chapter of Salisbury Cathedral to Thomas Whyte [White]
prebendary of Calne (the prebend was annexed to the office of Treasurer) concerning the contribution of
a tenth part of his prebend towards expenses for the reception of King James I. Signed by John Gordon,
W[illiam] Souch, Thomas Hyde, Ra[lph] Pickhaver [?Pickover], William [?Tuker] [Tooker] and Thomas
Paynter.

5 Apr 1605

PR/1/5

item

Citation Mandate to Attend Chapter
Citation mandate to prebendaries to attend Chapter [?to be published in the stalls] on 24 February
between the hours of 9 and 11 before noon,(the writing is faded and difficult to make out here) for the
election of John Gordon as Dean following the promotion of John Bridges to Bishop of Oxford. The
following prebendaries are listed: Thomas Whyte [White] Treasure and prebendary of Calne, Edmund
Lyllye [Lilly] Archdeacon of Wilts, and Robert Moodye [Moody] prebendary of Major Pars Altaris.

14 Feb 1603

PR/1/6

item

14 Feb 1603

PR/1/7

item

Citation Mandate to Attend Chapter
Citation mandate to prebendaries to attend Chapter [?to be published in the stalls] on 24 February
between the hours of 9 and 11 before noon for the election of a new Dean following the promotion of
John Bridges to Bishop of Oxford. The prebendaries listed are William Goodwyn [Goodwin] prebendary of
Slape and Leonard Parrye [Parry] prebendary of Comb [Coombe] and Harnham.
Citation Mandate to Attend Pentcostal Chapter
Citation mandate from Robert Woodward Dean of Salisbury and the Chapter to all vicars choral and
especially Benjamin White[ar] one of them and our sub[communar]. Tradition holds that all dignitaries,
archdeacons and canons or prebendaries of this church congregate at the yearly feast of Pentecost in the
Chapter House of Sarum. The mandate orders dignitaries, archdeacons and canons or prebendaries
(listed) to be present at Pentecostal Chapter on Wednesday 15 June between the hours of 9 and 11
before midday. Signed by George Frome Chapter Clerk.

PR/1/8

item

Certificate Concerning the Vacancy of Prebendaries
Return of the Dean's Official to a mandate of the locum tenens of the Dean, and the Chapter, ordering
him to cite named prebendaries to appear at Salisbury to answer concerning their residence. The
mandate is dated 13 kalends Jan (20 Dec) 1313.

20 Mar 1313
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4 May 1698

PR/2

sub-series

1670 Valuations of Prebends
Accounts, statements and terriers relating to a c1670 valuation of prebends, apparently in response to a
letter from John Greenhill (chapter clerk or registrar) by direction from the Dean and Chapter requiring
(by virtue of a letter to them from Canterbury) a statement on income and expenditure. The items were
found in a bundle labelled '1670, Signed & sealed statements of value, rents, etc. of prebends, with some
terriers of the prebends.' See CH/11/1668.

1669-1672

PR/2/1

item

The State of the Prebends in the Year 1670
A list of the prebends valued in 1670.

[1670]

PR/2/2

item

Terrier of the Glebe Lands and Tenements Belonging to the Impropriation of Fordington
Terrier of the Forthington [Fordington] prebend.

[1670]

PR/2/3

item

6 Dec 1670

PR/2/4

item

PR/2/5

item

Account of Netherbury in Ecclesia
List of expenses given by Thomas Henchman, Archdeacon of Wilts and prebendary of Netherbury in
Ecclesia. Signed and sealed by Thomas Henchman.
Terrier of the Prebend of Warminster
A true and perfect Survey or Terriar of all and singular the Houses, Lands, meadowes, Pasturegrounds,
and Rents belonging to the Prebendary or Farme of Warmister in the County of Wiltes and Diocese of
Sarum: now in the tenure and possession of Sarah Ludlow widdow.' Signed by Ben Gifford gent and Paul
Lathom vicar.
Terrier of the Prebend of Warminster
A True and p[er]fett Survey or Terriar made off all and Singular the houses lands meadowe pasture
ground and rents to the prebend or Farme off Warinster [Warminster] belonging now in the Tenure or
occupation off Sarah [L]udlow [Widow]'. This item was found enclosed in PR/2/4.

PR/2/6

item

29 Oct 1670

PR/2/7

item

PR/2/8

item

Account of Chardstock
The account of William Payne prebendary of Chardstocke [Chardstock]. A list of expenses signed by
William Payne.
Account of Grantham Borealis
An accompt of the Proffits made of that Prebend from [the] time I was installed into it, till this instant
Octob[er] 70, [which] is now 4 years complete.' A list of expenses signed and sealed by Richard Hill,
prebendary of Grantham Borealis.
Account of Alton Australis
Account by Th[omas] Lockey prebendary of Alton Pancreas or Australis. A list of fines, rents and
disbursements, signed and sealed by Thomas Lockey.
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23 Jul 1669

[1669]

Oct 1670

25 Oct 1670

PR/2/9

item

Statement on the Prebend of Minor Pars Altaris
Statement by Richard Clayton confirming that his prebend, Minor Pars Altaris, has no house or land; the
profits come from every parish in North Wilts under the title of Pentecostal Oblations, out of which he
pays tenths, stall wages, and for repairs of the Cathedral. Signed and sealed by Richard Clayton.

24 Oct 1670

PR/2/10

item

20 Nov 1670

PR/2/11

item

PR/2/12

item

Account of Netherbury in Terra
Account by John Priaulx prebendary of Netherbury in Terra. List of payments, signed and sealed by John
Priaulx.
Account of Grantham Australis
List of rent, payments and money granted towards repairs of the Cathedral, signed by Thomas Lambert
prebendary of Grantham Australis.
Account of Grimston
List of items relating to the value of the prebend of 'Grimstone and Yeatmister, witnessed by John Price.

PR/2/13

item

Terrier of the Prebend of Highworth
A bundle of surveys of different parts of the prebend of Highworth. The final page is signed by Thomas
Derham vicar, Richard Stephens, William Wininge and John [H]issier churchwardens.

1672

PR/2/14

item

22 Nov 1670

PR/2/15

item

PR/2/16

item

PR/2/17

item

PR/2/18

item

Account of Highworth
Account of the prebend of Highworth by John Tounson vicar of Bremble [Bremhill] and prebendary of
Highworth. He had been late in completing it due to being sued 'by two Parliament men'. This item was
found enclosed within PR/2/13.
Account of Ilfracombe
Account of 5 years profits of the prebend of Ilfracombe in Devon. Witnessed by Thomas Laurence
prebendary of Ilfracombe.
Account of Preston
The Certificate of Jerameel Terrent [Tarrant] Prebendary of Preston within the church of Sarum
presented to the Deane and Chapter in obediance to a command from his Grace the Lord Archbishop of
Canterbury…' List of rent and expenditure, signed and sealed by Jerameel Terrent.
Terrier of the Prebend of Preston
A Terrier of the Glebe Lands howses and [t]ythes [etc] for the Corps of the Prebend of Preston within the
Church of Sarum in the County of Dorsett.'
Account of Netheravon
Account of Netherhaven [Netheravon] parish in Wiltshire. List of rent and expenses (royal, ecclesiastical
and pious), signed and sealed by Randall Sanderson [Lack names him as Ralph Sanderson] prebendary of
Netheravon.
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4 Nov 1670
26 Oct 1670

4 Nov 1670
27 Oct 1670

22 May 1672
4 Nov 1670

PR/2/19

item

PR/2/20

item

PR/2/21

item

PR/2/22

item

PR/2/23

item

PR/2/24

item

PR/2/25

item

PR/2/26

item

Account of Gillingham Major
Account of Gillingham Major by Charles Pickering, clerk and prebendary of Gillingham Major. A list of
receipts and disbursements since his installation on 30 Aug 1665. Given at Polshott [Poulshot], where he
was Rector. Signed and sealed by Charles Pickering.
Account of Gillingham Minor
Account of Gillingham Minor by John Houghton, prebendary of Gillingham Minor, having been instituted
by Humphrey then the Bishop of Salisbury on 7 Jan 1661. Gives the yearly value of [rent] and what has
been received in '[fines] etc.' Signed and sealed by John Houghton.
Account of Beminster Prima
Account of Beamister [Beminster] Prima by the prebendary Thomas Bourman [Bowerman]. List of incomes
and disbursements, signed and sealed by Thomas Bourman.
Account of Ruscomb Southbury
Account of Ruscombe Southbery [Ruscomb Southbury] by the prebendary John Selleck [Sellick]. Signed
and sealed by John Sellick.
Account of Beminster Secunda
Account of Bemister [Beminster] Secunda by Joseph Sayer clerk and prebendary of Beminster Secunda,
having been admitted 20 May 1670. Account of income and payments, signed and sealed by Joseph Sayer.

31 Oct 1670

Account of Fordington and Writhlington
Account of Forthington [Fordington] and Writhlington by Thomas Wyatt, prebendary of Fordington and
Writhlington. An account of the value of the prebend and expenditures made, signed and sealed by
Thomas Wyatt.
Statement on the Prebend of Slape
Statement as follows: 'These are to certifye that the Yearly Value of the reserved rent upon my
Prebendary of Slape is Twenty pounds per annum. I have received no fine from the said Prebendary since
I was possessed of it.' Signed and sealed by Stephen Constable, 'Prebend of the Prebendary' [Prebendary
of the Prebend] of Slape. This item was found enclosed within PR/2/26.
Account of Slape
A list of income and payments, signed and sealed by Stephen Constable.. It begins, 'I receaved yours the
last weeke, but not time enough to returne an ans[wer] till now. I have sent a Certificate under my hand
[and] Seale, wherin is exprest as you find in ans[wer] to [the] two first Demands. For [the] latter not
knowing well what was [?propt] to set down, I have in [th]is page set down all I can remember or find out
by my Acquittances desiring you to supply what is defective, [and] set down so much in the Certificate as
you shall [judge] to be fit [and] necessary, which will be as well I suppose as if I had written [th]em my
selfe'. The endorsement is 'For Mr John Greenhill Register to the Deane [and] Chapter of Sarum...' This
item had PR/2/25 enclosed within it (presumably the certificate that Constable refers to).

29 Oct 1670
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24 Oct 1670

30 Oct 1670
8 Nov 1670
21 Oct 1670

1 Nov 1670

1 Nov 1670

PR/2/27

item

PR/2/28

item

PR/2/29

item

PR/2/30

item

PR/2/31

item

PR/2/32

item

PR/2/33

item

PR/2/34

item

PR/2/35

item

PR/2/36

item

Account of Stratford
Account of Stratford by the prebendary Aylmer Lynch. An account of the value of the prebend and
payments, signed and sealed by Aylmer Lynch. Given at Langley Burrell. Made out to 'his worthily
respected friend Mr John Greenhill'.
Account of Torleton
Account of Torlton [Torleton] by the prebendary John Gandy. An account of the value of the prebend and
expenditure, signed and sealed by John Gandy.
Account of Warminster
Account of Warminster by the prebendary, Richard Watson. 'What sume or sumes of money I have
received from my Prebend of Warmister [Warminster] since I had my Collation'. Signed and sealed by
Richard Watson.
Account of Ufcomb
Account of Ufculme [Ufcomb] by the prebendary Thomas Clerke [Clarke]. A list of income and
expenditure, signed and sealed by Thomas Clarke.
Account of Yatesbury
Account of Yatesburie [Yatesbury], by the prebendary John Martin. A list of income and expenditure,
signed and sealed by John Martin.
Account of Yetminster Prima and Archdeacon of Sarum
Account of Yatemister [Yetminster] Prima and Archdeacon of Sarum, by John Sherman prebendary and
Archdeacon of Sarum. He states that as he has only been promoted for a month he can only answer on a
few particulars. Signed and sealed by John Sherman. It is made out to Dr Brideoake Dean of Salisbury.

21 Nov 1670

Account of Yetminster Secunda
Account of Yatemister [Yetminster] Secunda, also 'Yatmister Inferior' by the prebendary Thomas Hyde. A
list of income and expenditure, signed and sealed by Thomas Hyde.
Account of Wilsford and Woodford
Account of Wilsford and Woodford by the prebendary William Lloyd. List of income and disbursements,
signed and sealed by William Lloyd.
Account of Winterbourne Earls
Account of Winterbourn [Winterbourne] Earls by the prebendary John Gurgany. List of income and
expenditure signed and sealed by John Gurgany.
Account of Stratton
Account of Stratton by the prebendary James Gardiner. A list of income and expenditure, signed and
sealed by James Gardiner.
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